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Greetings,
At the request of Brian Poppe, Wetherholt and Associates, Inc. assisted with a building envelope
condition assessment at the Whatcom County Courthouse. The assessment included the 1948
Building, the 1972 North Addition, and the 1991 Addition.
The purpose of the assessment was to determine current exterior wall and roof conditions, and
provide options for repair and/or replacement.
The assessment was progressive in nature, and generally broken into tasks, which included the
following:






Initial interviews with building facilities personnel and walking the building: Performed
August 14, 2014.
Review of existing plans and specifications: Performed throughout the assessment.
Visual (non-destructive) review of the roof and wall assemblies, from the interior and
exterior sides, and related flashing transitions: Performed from September 6, 2014 to
October 4, 2014.
Water testing of specific exterior wall areas, combined with intrusive wall openings from
the interior and exterior sides, for observation: Performed from October 25, 2014 to
November 2, 2014.
Destructive testing of the interior and exterior sides of the exterior wall assemblies:
Performed on November 8, 2014 and November 9, 2014.
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Others involved in the envelope condition assessment included HKP Architects as the project
lead, Tatley Grund providing access and testing support, Anderson Consulting reviewing curtain
walls and windows, QED Labs performing water testing specific to curtain wall and window
assemblies, and Wilson Engineering, LLC reviewing structural issues.
As requested by Whatcom County, our original scope was modified to include a progress
meeting with county personnel after performing 60% of several tasks, including the visual survey
of the exterior walls, water testing of the exterior walls, and intrusive openings of the exterior
walls. The intent of the meeting was to present current findings, and our recommendations for
ongoing evaluation as deemed necessary.
The 60% meeting on December 17, 2014 included County Executive Jack Louws, Facilities
Manager Michael Russell, Brian Poppe and Kevin Barber (HKP Architects) and Mike Caniglia
(Wetherholt and Associates, Inc.). After the meeting, Mr. Louws requested the team’s current
findings be presented to the Whatcom County Council, which occurred on January 27, 2015.
Currently, we understand that Whatcom County has determined that they do not wish to continue
ongoing investigatory work that would utilize any budgets set aside for the remaining 40% of
several tasks.
ITEMS OF UNDERSTANDING (Based on interviews with Whatcom County Facilities
personnel and various correspondence throughout the building evaluation process.)
1. Based on discussion with Mike Russell, and other Whatcom County staff, during various
building walks, the following moisture issues were reported:
 1991 Addition, level 1: A history of exterior wall leaks was reported along the
south walls of the county executive offices and the human resource offices. Mr.
Russell indicated replacement of ceiling tiles and periodic replacement of interior
gypsum board wall sheathing at rooms #1030, #1044, and #1045.
 1991 Addition, level 1: A history of exterior wall leaks was reported along the
east wall and south divider wall of room #1009.
 1991 Addition, level 3: A Whatcom County employee in room #3035 indicated
active leakage at the south exterior wall of room #3037, during periods of windblown rain. Water reportedly puddles on the window sill.
 1948 Building: Past leaks were reported in and below the south exterior wall of
the level 4 interstitial space, at the louver penetration. Mr. Russell indicated that
approximately 10 years to 14 years ago, a sheet metal hood was installed over the
louver on the south elevation, which resolved leakage.
 1991 Addition, level 5: Whatcom County Staff in room #5035A reported water
puddling on the desk, on the morning of October 15, 2014.
 1991 Addition and 1948 Main Building, level 6: Various leaks were reported
along the east clerestory windows of the gymnasium (1991 Addition) and beneath
the upper plenum space of the 1948 Building.
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1948 Building Upper Roof Areas: Based on site discussions with Eric Eames
(Whatcom County Facilities), historically, roof related leaks have occurred at the
southeast skylight (above the outdoor recreation area of Juvenile Detention),
along various expansion joints between the 1948 Building and 1991 Addition, and
along the northwest wall of the plenum space, where a transition in roof plane
occurs. Mr. Eames indicated that some of the leaks would migrate into the
plenum space and eventually into the interior. Mr. Eames further indicated that
several roof related repairs performed by building facilities staff, consisting of
mastic and sealant installation, have resolved leakage, for the time being.
North and south level 1 roofs, where transitioning to the 1948 Building: Active
roof leaks were reported by facilities staff. Refer to the marked-up floor plan
below, provided by Whatcom County Facilities, for locations of reported leaks.



2.
3.

4.
5.

1991 Addition, level 6 exterior cladding: Mr. Russell indicated that areas of the
Exterior Insulation Finish System (EIFS) on the northeast corner are detached
from the substrate, and can be pushed inward with little effort.
We understand the north elevation brick wall, just west of the Rotunda, maintains high
moisture levels that prohibit installation of liquid water repellant.
The overflow spout penetrating the base of the north elevation brick wall, just west of the
Rotunda, reportedly discharges higher volumes of water during and after periods of
rainfall.
The drain on the level 1 roof area, adjacent the north wall of the 1948 building, is
reportedly plugged.
Below grade walls, below grade moisture issues, and waterproofing/damproofing review
were excluded from our scope of the Building Envelope Condition Assessment.
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OBSERVATIONS AND TESTING
The Whatcom County Courthouse is a conglomerate of three buildings constructed during
different periods of time.
The original 1948 Building is a 6 story cast-in-place concrete structure. The plenum and
penthouse are steel framed structures, built over the original roof during construction of the 1991
Addition. Mechanically fastened EIFS is currently installed between the cast-in-place concrete
picture framed window areas on the main exterior walls.
The 1972 Addition is connected to the north end of the 1948 Building, and originally included a
day-lighted parking garage, below the main single story office space. The structure is primarily
cast-in-place concrete, with precast concrete panels providing the finned dividers and
surrounding structure of the windows penetrations.
Since original construction, the open parking garage of the 1972 Addition has been enclosed and
converted into basement office space, law library, and storage. Adhesively applied EIFS is now
installed over the majority of the cast-in-place concrete walls, including wall areas clad with
brick veneer. The east area of the north wall now extends behind newer brick cladding, installed
during construction of the 1991 Addition.
The 1991 Addition generally includes a 6 story cast-in-place concrete and steel structure
connected to the east side of the 1948 Building, a single story office building connected to the
south side of the 1948 Building, and an architectural Rotunda as the northeast main entrance.
The exterior walls of the six story portion of the 1991 Addition building include curtain wall,
preformed brick panels, areas of site built brick veneer, EIFS, and precast concrete panels. Site
built brick veneer typically exists at the level 1 walls. However, the second level of the north
brick wall, just west of the rotunda, also includes brick veneer. Architectural EIFS is installed
above the brick panels, on level six.
The preformed brick panels of the 1991 Addition are secured with steel connectors embedded
into the edge of the slabs at each floor level. The panels extend vertically from floor line to floor
line and include horizontal sealant and backer rod, installed between the top and bottom of each
panel. A gap generally exists between the edge of slab and back surface of the preformed brick
panels, which is typically in-filled with rock wool insulation.
There is no exterior sheathing installed behind the brick panels, which is typical with preformed
panel walls of this nature. Rather, from the back of the panels to the interior, there is typically an
open cavity of varying widths (up to 2 feet or more in areas), light gage steel stud wall framing
secured to the top and bottom of the slab, and batt insulation in-fill in the steel framing, sheet
applied vapor retarder with foil or white polypropylene facer. At several intrusive openings from
the interior, the team was able to climb into the wall cavity, behind the preformed brick panels.
The southwest single story building of the 1991 Addition includes a precast concrete and steel
framed structure clad with brick veneer and EIFS.
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The northeast rotunda includes precast concrete cladding and curtain wall.
There are approximately 22 multi-level roof areas on the building. All are low slope roofs
except for one steep slope standing seam copper roof over the Rotunda. The low slope roof areas
range from older, multi-ply hot asphalt built-up roof assemblies to newer, single ply TPO and
PVC roof assemblies.
After the initial interview and building walk with Whatcom County Facilities, we began the nondestructive visual observation phase of the assessment, beginning with the interior. Our
observations during the interior building walk are shown in Exhibit A (attached), which includes
marked-up floor plans followed by a photolog. In general, visual evidence of moisture intrusion
was typically observed beneath various roof related transitions or penetrations. Visual evidence
of moisture intrusion related to the exterior wall systems was found to be more prevalent in the
in the 1991 Addition building.
The exterior visual survey of the roofs was primarily focused on areas with older asphalt-based
roofs. Our findings and recommendations are presented in the attached Roof Condition
Assessment, dated October 31, 2014. Along with documentation of existing conditions, our
Roof Condition Assessment includes a Roof Key Plan, Roof Evaluation Spreadsheets with
recommendations for repair/replacement, and a Roofing Condition and Reroofing Priority
Spreadsheet, which will assist with development of future plans for reroofing.
Several of the newer single ply roof areas were not included in the scope of our Roof Condition
Assessment. However, while surveying intersecting exterior walls, we observed approximately
six roof areas, covered with newer TPO single ply roofing assemblies, which appeared to be wet
or saturated. Referencing the Roof Key Plan provided with the Roof Condition Assessment,
TPO single ply roof areas that appear to be wet include roof areas #11, #12, #16, #17, #21, and
#22. Note moisture infiltration was detected utilizing a hand held non-destructive Tramex
Moisture Encounter. Verification of findings would require sample test cuts, which are outside
the scope of our engagement.
Visual review of sample areas of the exterior walls is presented in Exhibit B, Exterior Visual
Observations, attached with observation notes and photographs included. The up-close visual
survey of the 1991 Addition Building exterior walls revealed multiple flashing and cladding
issues that, as a whole, fall short of properly managing any water that penetrates the outer
cladding.
Horizontal and vertical cracking and spalling was consistently observed near the horizontal
joints, between sections of preformed brick panels on the 1991 Addition. This issue was further
explored during the destructive testing phase.
Various issues related to water management were also observed on the exterior walls of the 1948
Building and 1972 Addition. However, these water management issues appeared less
problematic than those observed on the 1991 Addition.
Visual review of the exterior walls assisted in determining a course of action for limited water
testing and intrusive openings of the interior and exterior sides of the exterior wall assemblies.
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To gain a better understanding of potential moisture issues in ‘real time’, several intrusive
openings were performed in conjunction with water testing. Other openings in the exterior walls
were performed without water testing, to further assess existing conditions.
Results and findings from the water testing and destructive testing phase of the assessment
confirmed our concerns from the visual review, predominantly with the 1991 Addition Building.
Notably, when water spray was applied to areas of the south and east elevations of the 6 story
1991 Addition building, providing a continuous sheeting of water down the surface of the
cladding and curtain wall from top to bottom, widespread water intrusion and vertical water
migration within the preformed brick panel cavity was observed, from the top floor to the
bottom, and appeared to increase while moving downward from floor level to floor level. Water
infiltration began at the barrier EIFS at the top floor and continued to infiltrate the preformed
brick panels between levels 2 through 5, and seldom appeared to be properly directed back out to
the exterior.
During one water test on the east elevation of the 1991 Addition, vertical water migration within
the wall cavity, from floor level to floor level, ultimately followed a path into a below-grade
foundation cavity, or ‘moat’, as labeled during on-site testing. It is likely that water slowly
dispersed through what appeared to be a concrete rat slab at the base of the foundation cavity,
and into the ground.
During various water tests, water transfer through and beyond the batt insulation into the interior
was observed at a few locations.
Though the design of the preformed brick panel wall assembly installed on the 1991 Addition
attempts to direct any water infiltration back to the exterior with weeps, back-mounted water
diverters, and copper flashing transitions, the diversions were not observed to be functional.
Weep tubes were typically plugged. Back-mounted water diverters often did not properly
integrate with the weeps. Copper transition flashings at each floor level were discontinuous, and
did not properly integrate with intersecting flashing transitions in a cohesive and effective
manner.
Furthermore, through-wall flashings, depicted in the architectural details at the level 1 brick
veneer-to-preformed brick panel transition, were not installed. Copper through-wall flashings at
the top of the precast architectural feature (diamond shaped at the level 1-to-level 2 transition) do
not daylight to the exterior. Rather, they are covered with sealant at the outboard joint, between
the bottom of the preformed brick panel and precast features.
During our assessment, pieces of cracked/spalled brick were temporarily removed at the exterior
surface of the preformed brick panels (1991 Addition), showing rusting of steel reinforcing
placed within 1/8 inch or less from the top and bottom edges of the brick panels. This issue,
more prominent on the south elevation, was regularly observed at all brick panel installations,
and likely continues to worsen over time. Water migrating behind the panels enters into the
cavities of the horizontal joints (between panel sections), infiltrating the thin layer of mortar
cover, causing rusting of the steel reinforcing over an extended period of time. As various spalls
occur on the exterior, water more rapidly enters the wall, which in return amplifies and expedites
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more rusting, more spalling, and more water entry. Additionally, the backer rod utilized for the
sealant joints between brick panel sections is open cell, which tends to absorb and hold moisture
like a sponge.
Insulation installed in the exterior wall cavities of the 1991 Addition, that are covered with
preformed brick panels, includes unfaced fiberglass batts, compression fitted within the steel
studs in the interior framing of the wall. In several areas, the batt insulation had fallen out of the
framing and was in direct contact with the back side of the brick panels, absorbing water.
Batt insulation was also observed to be in direct contact with the back of preformed brick panels
at several exterior wall areas with thinner profiles, even when properly secured between steel
studs. Again, the batt insulation was absorbing any water migrating through the panels.
Overall, the thermal barrier provided by batt insulation in the exterior walls of the 1991 Addition
was observed to be discontinuous, with multiple gaps and voids in the insulation plane.
The 1991 Addition appears to be positively pressurized. During various wall openings from the
exterior, air could be felt blowing out of the building.
The vapor retarder membrane is installed between the interior gypsum board sheathing and the
interior wall framing and includes reinforced membrane with either foil or white polypropylene
facers. Vapor retarder laps, transitions, and penetrations lacked tape or adhesive.
Though the vapor retarder appeared to be susceptible to air and moisture transfer at unsealed
transitions and penetrations, condensation from interior to exterior vapor drive did not appear to
be an issue.
Exhibit C, Water Testing and Destructive Testing of Exterior Walls is attached and provides
more of an in-depth documentation of our testing, intrusive openings, and observations.
Exhibit D, RILEM Testing and Data Logger Testing, provides explanations and results from
both tests.
RILEM Testing was performed to help assess rates of water entry, or absorption, into an exterior
cladding material within a certain period of time. Tests were performed in a comparative
manner. High rates of absorption within a relatively short period of time occurred when
performing RILEM tests over cracks in the EIFS, cracks in the preformed brick panels, cracks in
the brick veneer, and cracks in precast concrete, which is to be expected. High rates of
absorption was also observed when testing the brick face and a mortar joint of the level 1 brick
veneer at the north elevation (just west of the Rotunda). In general terms, wall areas susceptible
to high absorption rates during RILEM tests are likely more susceptible to water intrusion during
periods of wind-blown rain, depending on the rain intensity and duration.
While performing openings from the interior sides of the exterior walls, we inserted data loggers
at three wall areas in the 1991 Addition. Two data loggers were installed in each wall area, one
on the inboard side of the batt insulation, and one on the outboard side of the batt insulation.
Two of the exterior wall areas tested with data loggers did not include exterior sheathing behind
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the preformed brick panels. However, one wall area tested with a data logger did include
exterior sheathing behind site formed brick veneer.
The purpose of utilizing data loggers was to track levels of humidity and temperature within
sample wall cavities. Humidity and temperature was recorded for a period of three weeks in
November of 2014, for one hour increments. Tracking humidity and temperature in this manner
can sometimes provide data that highlights a potential issue with interior to exterior vapor drive
and related condensation.
Information collected from the data loggers did not appear to highlight any condensation issues
related to vapor drive from the interior to the exterior, but did confirm our observations of
exterior moisture infiltration during water testing and intrusive openings. During periods of
rainy weather conditions, humidity levels in the wall cavities increased due to moisture
infiltration from the exterior. Increases in humidity levels relating to decreases in temperature
were relatively moderate and did not appear to be related to any interior to exterior moisture
drive/condensation issues.
General List of Exterior Wall Issues Observed The items listed below are general in nature.
Related exhibits and attachments may provide additional information that should be considered
part of the content of this report.
General Issues Observed in the Exterior Walls of All Building Ages
 Exterior cladding systems assemblies lack various flashing transitions and weeps that
would typically provide functional water management. Most water that infiltrates into
the wall cavity is not directed back to the exterior.
 Water that infiltrates the ‘barrier’ EIFS becomes trapped and/or migrates into the wall
cavities below.
 Several sky facing EIFS surfaces and joints lack weather protection with sheet metal
flashing coverage.
 Cracks, gaps, and areas of coating loss in EIFS are susceptible to water infiltration.
 Most of the exterior sealant joints are at the end of their useful life, unadhered, and
deteriorated.
 Various seismic joint conditions observed, at vertical and horizontal applications, appear
prone to moisture intrusion.
1991 Addition
 Lack of underlayment membrane wrapping the perimeter parapet walls, beneath the
coping metal.
 Lack of weather barrier behind areas of sheet metal cladding on the inboard side of
perimeter roof parapets.
 Lack of flanged saddle flashings at parapet step-down and coping-to-wall transitions.
 Multiple sheet metal flashing transitions lack end dams, and/or lack continuity where
intersecting other flashings.
 Lack of through-wall flashings at cladding transitions and floor line transitions that
daylight to the exterior.
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Lack of functional penetration flashings at several windows, doors, and other wall
penetrations.
Flexible copper flashings wrapping under precast concrete sills are susceptible to water
entry at the end dams and do not daylight to the exterior.
Top edge of EIFS, where transitioning to preformed brick panels, is proud of sheet metal
flashing cap and susceptible to water entry.
Open gaps between the bottom of the EIFS and top of curtain wall are open to insect
entry.
Cracks and spalling of preformed brick panels typically correlate with floor line joints
between panel sections. Cracks and spalling appear related to corrosion/rusting of steel
reinforcing, with minimal mortar coverage at top and bottom surfaces.
Weep tubes are generally plugged, and are not properly positioned to function with
existing water diversion components in the wall cavities.
Cracks observed in several precast concrete architectural features are susceptible to water
entry.
The precast concrete panels on the Rotunda lack functional weather protection with sheet
metal flashing, on multiple sky facing surfaces.
Several sky facing brick surfaces and joints lack weather protection with sheet metal
flashing.
Batt insulation installed in exterior wall cavities, covered with preformed brick panels,
has fallen down, is missing, or is in direct contact with the back surface of the preformed
brick panels.
Vapor retarder installed in the interior side of the exterior walls lacks air tight seals at
penetrations, laps, and transitions.

1972 Addition
 Lack of sufficient flashing coverage over wood nailers on the outboard side of the
perimeter parapet/curb.
 Cracks in exposed cast-in-place concrete wall areas are susceptible to water entry.
1948 Building
 Penetrations through coping metal at perimeter roof parapets are reliant upon sealant. At
various locations, the sealant was observed to be deteriorated and unadhered.
 Lack of weather barrier behind areas of sheet metal cladding on the inboard side of
perimeter roof parapets and over-built roof transitions.
 Parapet and divider parapet-to-wall transitions lack functional transition flashings.
 Lack of functional penetration flashings or sealant application at several windows and
other wall penetrations, including multiple ganged pipe penetrations and through-wall
overflow scuppers.
 Deterioration of original windows, including corrosion of the frames and loss of glazing
putty, is extensive.
 Several roof-to-wall flashing transitions are sealant dependant, and appear susceptible to
water entry.
 Cracks in exposed cast-in-place concrete wall areas, including picture framed window
areas, are susceptible to water entry.
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Sky facing concrete surfaces lack weather protection with sheet metal flashing.
Several wall penetrations have been partially covered with EIFS, rather than removed or
properly modified with a functional transition flashing when EIFS was installed.

REPAIR/REPLACEMENT OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
Suggestions regarding repair/replacement of the roofs evaluated by Wetherholt and Associates,
Inc. are included within the attached Roof Condition Assessment Report and attachments.
Suggested options related to repairs/replacement of the exterior walls are as follows:
Option #1: Extensive re-design and re-clad of the exterior walls.
Option #1 should be performed in conjunction with replacement of all of the upper level roofs,
and replacement of wet lower roofs. This option is more extensive and costly than Option #2,
but is considered a more comprehensive and longer term repair approach.
1991 Addition and All Roof Penthouses:
 Complete removal of existing cladding assemblies, including brick veneer,
preformed brick panels, barrier EIFS, precast concrete, and related transition
flashings. Installation of new cladding assemblies with properly functioning
secondary lines of moisture management, should water penetrate beyond the
primary line of weather defense. This option should include installation of
functional drainage planes with new fluid applied air and weather resistant barrier,
which may require installation of continuous exterior sheathing, where currently
lacking in wall cavities covered with preformed brick panels. When determining
new cladding, consider and review options related to site constructed brick veneer
and prefinished sheet metal siding. Note, it may be possible to reuse areas of
precast concrete cladding.
 Installation of new, fully waterproofed, cast-in-place concrete below grade walls
where the existing brick veneer and preformed brick panels extend below grade.
New waterproofing should extend above the grade line, properly covered with
new counterflashing.
 Complete removal of existing curtain wall systems, windows, doors, and
translucent panels. Installation of new fenestration, meeting current Washington
State Energy Code requirements, with properly detailed transition flashings.
 Complete removal of all seismic joints and installation of new seismic joint
systems, properly integrated with roofing and exterior wall assemblies, and
designed to provide long term waterproofing and weather protection.
 Review options to preserve the precast concrete cladding on the Rotunda with
installation of new sheet metal flashings, providing weather coverage over sky
facing surfaces.
 Review options to improve the perimeter transition flashing of the upper roof of
the Rotunda, providing flashing coverage over the top of the steel fascia.
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1972 Addition:
 Complete removal of barrier EIFS, and replacement with new cladding assembly
with a properly functioning drainage cavity, including new fluid applied air and
weather resistant barrier. Consider using prefinished sheet metal cladding as part
of the replacement system. Securement of the cladding components should be
engineered. Uneven wall surfaces may require use of adjustable metal furring.
Cast-in-place concrete wall areas that currently lack EIFS should be considered
for new sheet metal cladding assemblies, as well. Consider utilizing a fluid
applied air and weather resistant barrier as part of the assembly.
 Removal of existing windows and doors, and replacement with new window/door
assemblies, meeting current Washington State Energy Code, with properly
detailed flashing transitions.
 Complete removal of all seismic joints and installation of new seismic joint
systems properly integrated with roofing and exterior wall assemblies, and
designed to provide long term waterproofing and weather protection.
1948 Building:
 Complete removal of barrier EIFS, and replacement with new cladding assembly
with a properly functioning drainage cavity, including new fluid applied air and
weather resistant barrier. Consider using prefinished sheet metal cladding as part
of the replacement system. Securement of the cladding components should be
engineered. Uneven wall surfaces may require use of adjustable metal furring.
Cast-in-place concrete wall areas that currently lack EIFS should be considered
for new sheet metal cladding and/or flashing assemblies as well.
 Install weather-proof flashings over sky facing cast-in-place concrete surfaces at
picture framed window areas and other similar transitions.
 Removal of existing windows and doors, and replacement with new window/door
assemblies, meeting current Washington State Energy Code, and properly detailed
flashing transitions.
 Consider complete removal of the wet TPO single ply roof assemblies installed on
the lower roof areas of the 1948 Building. Replace the roof with a new multilayer modified bitumen roof assembly, including vapor retarders,
polyisocyanurate insulation, and coverboard, with properly detailed transition
flashings.
 Install new underlayment, prefinished standing seam coping metal, and integral
transition flashings at the exposed cast-in-place divider walls on the northwest
and southwest lower roof areas.
 Complete removal of all seismic joints and installation of new seismic joint
systems properly integrated with roofing and exterior wall assemblies, and
designed to provide long term waterproofing and weather protection.
Note, in lieu of complete removal of the barrier EIFS on the 1972 and 1948 buildings,
consider reviewing the option of installing new prefinished metal cladding and a
breathable fluid applied air and weather resistant barrier directly over the top of the
EIFS. Securement of the metal cladding assembly would require review and
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direction by a structural engineer, so as not to rely upon the EIFS for load resistance.
Prior to moving forward with this option, a preliminary moisture scan should be
performed at sample wall areas to determine if moisture is trapped behind the EIFS.
Option #2: Perform selective/isolated repairs and cladding replacement of the exterior wall
assemblies, in an effort to enhance the existing exterior wall assemblies in place and reduce
moisture issues.
It is important to note that though the suggestions included in Option #2 may reduce moisture
issues in the exterior walls, various issues will remain, including problems associated with the
preformed brick panel walls on the 1991 Addition.
Option #2 is considered more ‘short term’ in nature, and suggested as a means of ‘buying more
time,’ understanding that a more systemic and comprehensive repair/replacement may be
necessary within the next 10 to 20 years. Water repellant coatings and exterior sealant will likely
require ongoing repair/replacement in 5 to 10 year intervals, which is pretty normal.
Option #2 should be performed in conjunction with replacement of all of the upper level roofs,
and replacement of wet lower roofs.
1991 Addition and All Roof Penthouses:
 Removal of barrier EIFS, and related transition flashings, and installation of new
cladding assemblies with properly functioning drainage cavity, including new
fluid applied air and weather resistant barrier. Consider prefinished sheet metal
cladding and related flashing transitions as part of the replacement assembly. Hat
channel or metal Z-furring may be required for proper securement. All perimeter
copings interfacing with EIFS should be removed and replaced with new
prefinished standing seam coping metal and approved underlayment.
 Removal of translucent wall panels from the penthouse walls, and replacement
with new semi-translucent panels or windows and related flashing transitions.
Note all materials changes that may impact the high security of the level 6 spaces
should be reviewed and approved by the owner.
 Map out and repair spalls and cracks in the preformed brick panels. Repair
should include preparation and treatment of corroded steel reinforcing.
 Treat the exterior surface of the preformed brick panels and brick veneer at the
lower levels with approved clear silane/siloxane based water repellant. Note brick
moisture levels will need to be verified as acceptable by the water repellant
manufacturer prior to application, which may not be possible in some areas of
brick with persistently elevated moisture levels. Mock-ups should be performed
on site, with the manufacturer’s technical representative present.
 Remove and replace all exterior sealant joints with new sealant and closed
cell/non-gassing backer rod, over properly cleaned and prepared surfaces.
 Repair and wet-seal all curtain wall and storefront assemblies, as directed by the
window/curtain wall consultant, Anderson Consulting.
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Complete removal of all seismic joints and installation of new seismic joint
systems properly integrated with roofing and exterior wall assemblies, and
designed to provide long term waterproofing and weather protection.
Install new prefinished metal coping and fascia, providing full weather coverage
of all sky facing surfaces towards the top of the Rotunda walls, including precast
concrete panels, and steel fascia.
Review options to install urethane-based waterproof coating on the sky facing
surfaces of precast concrete sills and architectural features, properly integrated
with new sealant joints. New bridge joints, including bond breaker tape and
sealant should be applied at all precast sill-to-rising brick transitions.

1972 Addition:
 Map out all cracks and areas of coating loss on the existing barrier EIFS, and
repair in accordance with dryvitCare EIFS Repair Procedures. Recoat EIFS with
approved coating.
 Install new sheet metal fascia and metal flashing along the top of the walls,
providing sufficient weather protection over the sky facing EIFS shelf and nailer
joint.
 Remove and replace all exterior sealant joints with new sealant and closed
cell/non-gassing backer rod, over properly cleaned and prepared surfaces. Repair
EIFS edges where in contact with new sealant, according to dryvitCare EIFS
Repair Procedures.
 Complete removal of all seismic joints and installation of new seismic joint
systems properly integrated with roofing and exterior wall assemblies, and
designed to provide long term waterproofing and weather protection.
1948 Building:
 Map out all cracks, voids, gaps, and areas of coating loss on the existing barrier
EIFS and repair in accordance with dryvitCare EIFS Repair Procedures. Repair
and seal existing penetrations that are vulnerable to moisture intrusion. Recoat
EIFS with approved breathable coating.
 Remove all original 1948 windows and replace with new aluminum framed
window assemblies, matching other recently installed windows. Modify the
rough opening as required to properly flash, install, and secure.
 Review and perform on-site adhesion and compatibility testing regarding
application of an approved urethane based waterproofing or Silyl-TerminatedPoly-Ether (STPE) flashing membrane on the sky facing surfaces of the cast-inplace picture framed window areas. Pre-treat existing cracks and coat cast-inplace concrete surfaces with approved breathable coating, matching the adjacent
EIFS coating.
 Remove and replace all exterior sealant joints with new sealant and closed
cell/non-gassing backer rod over properly cleaned and prepared surfaces. Repair
EIFS edges, where in contact with new sealant, according to dryvitCare EIFS
Repair Procedures.
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Complete removal of all seismic joints and installation of new seismic joint
systems properly integrated with roofing and exterior wall assemblies, and
designed to provide long term waterproofing and weather protection.
Rework sealant dependant roof-to-wall transitions, and install properly lapped
counterflashing, providing weather coverage over the top of the baseflashing.
Note we strongly suggest the owner consider replacement of moisture saturated
single ply roofing assemblies where intersecting 1948 wall transitions with new
multi-ply modified bitumen roof assemblies as part of the work, while exterior
wall work is being performed.
Install new underlayment, prefinished standing seam coping metal, and integral
transition flashings at the exposed cast-in-place divider walls on the northwest
and southwest lower roof areas.

As previously indicated, in lieu of complete removal of the barrier EIFS on the 1972
and 1948 buildings, consider reviewing the option of installing new prefinished metal
cladding and a breathable fluid applied air and weather resistant barrier directly over
the top of the EIFS. Securement of the metal cladding assembly would require
review and direction by a structural engineer, so as not to rely upon the EIFS for load
resistance. Prior to moving forward with this option, a preliminary moisture scan
should be performed at sample wall areas to determine if moisture is trapped behind
the EIFS.
Additional items to consider with Options #1 and #2
Proper flashing details should be designed and installed at all floor line transitions, cladding
transitions, windows, doors, and all wall penetrations. Soldered stainless steel and/or reinforced
fluid applied transitions flashings should be detailed and installed at coping-to-wall, various
flashing terminations, and various flashing transitions, as determined appropriate.
Suggested fluid applied air and weather resistant barrier and flashing product is the R-Guard
system (Cat 5, Fast Flash, Joint & Seam, and Air Dam), manufactured by Prosoco, or equivalent
Silyl-Terminated-Poly-Ether (STPE) chemistry.
Depending on the final cladding assemblies chosen for the exterior walls, installation of
continuous drainage mat, promoting moisture management behind the cladding, may be
appropriate.
Code requirements, including current Washington State Energy Code, should be thoroughly
reviewed with the local building official and implemented as required.
Recommendations and suggestions related to replacement of curtain wall, windows, and
translucent wall panels are being provided by the curtain wall/window consultant, Anderson
Consulting.
Exterior wall fire ratings should be verified and included in the design as necessary.
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Exterior cladding joints and reveals, accommodating ongoing thermal expansion/contraction and
differential movement of various exterior wall materials, should be carefully reviewed and
detailed by a professional structural engineer and architect.
Exterior walls and roofing should be tested for hazardous materials by a qualified testing lab and
bidding contractors notified of the results. All abatement of hazardous materials should be
reviewed and approved by a certified industrial hygienist.
During exterior wall work, all roof surfaces intended to remain in place should be protected to
reduce the possibility of construction related damage. Removal of various roofing related
transition flashings, and replacement with new, may be required during construction. The owner
should seriously consider various roof replacements in conjunction with repair/replacement work
on the exterior walls, as necessary to promote proper sequencing and reduce repeat work.
Replacement or rehabilitation of the exterior wall components, including windows, may alter the
ventilation dynamics in the building. Prior to performing various repair/replacement of the
exterior cladding assemblies, the owner should have potential impacts on the ventilation and air
exchange reviewed by a professional mechanical engineer, who can direct recommended
improvements to the HVAC systems, as necessary to reduce the possibility of condensation
related issues.
This building envelope assessment has attempted to provide general ‘snapshots’ of existing
conditions at a limited number of sample locations. The scale of this building, in conjunction
with its construction and/or renovation occurring at different times throughout the past 70 years,
has resulted in a multitude of issues and conditions, many of which may not be discovered until
repair work is under way.
Additionally, at several intrusive openings, we found existing as-built conditions to be in conflict
with the as-built architectural drawings provided to the team, primarily with the 1991 Addition
work.
Because of the challenging nature of this building, inconsistencies between existing conditions
and as-built drawings, and the high potential for multiple hidden issues, the owner should set
aside a significant contingency for any of the work performed.
Option #3: Demolish the entire building and construct a new facility.
Given the extensive and costly nature of the potential reclad and repair work necessary to correct
various issues with the exterior envelope, the owner should consider review and comparison of
the costs associated with repair/replacement of the exterior walls versus the costs associated with
demolishing the existing building and constructing a new facility. This option would also
address ongoing costs associated with maintaining a building constructed in 1948.
It is important to note that other repair/replacement options may be considered by the architect
and Whatcom County, in addition to, or combined with, those included in this report. If
requested, Wetherholt and Associates would be willing to review other options that are being
considered, and provide comment.
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Wetherholt reserves the right to amend the content of this report as additional information
becomes available.
Exhibits and Attachments included with this report are as follows:
Exhibit A – Interior Visual Observations
Exhibit B – Exterior Visual Observations
Exhibit C – Water Testing and Destructive Testing
Exhibit D – RILEM Testing and Data Logger Testing
Roof Evaluation Report
 Roof Key Plan
 Individual Roof Evaluation Spreadsheets
 Penthouse Roofs (Indoor Recreation, Mechanical Shaft, Elevator Equipment)
 East Main Roof
 Rotunda Roof
 Level 2 Vestibule Roof
 Mechanical Plenum Penthouse (Upper and Lower) and Outdoor Recreation Roof
 North/South/West Gravel Roofs
 Mechanical Penthouse/Radio Roofs
 Main Central Roof
 Roofing Condition and Reroofing Priority Spreadsheet
We trust the above discussion has been of assistance. If you have any questions, or if we may be
of further service, please do not hesitate to call.
Respectfully,

Reviewed by,

Mike Caniglia, RRC/RWC/REWC/RBEC
Senior Field Engineer/Principal
Wetherholt and Associates, Inc.

Ray Wetherholt, P.E./RRC/RWC/REWC/RBEC
President
Wetherholt and Associates, Inc.

Enclosures:

Exhibit A, Exhibit B, Exhibit C, Exhibit D and Roof Evaluation
Report (Roof Key Plan, Eight Roof Condition Spreadsheets,
Roofing Condition and Roofing Priority Spreadsheet).

Please note that this building envelope assessment is provided at the request of Brian Poppe,
HKP Architects. No liability, warranty of merchantability, or guarantee of building envelope
service life is accepted or implied. Wetherholt and Associates, Inc., is a neutral consulting firm
specializing in resolving roofing, waterproofing, and building envelope related issues.
m:\evaluations\mike\2007 to present\whatcom county courthouse\report\finalreport\red line revisions november
2015\wcc_envelopeeval_final_revisednov2015.doc
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EXHIBIT A
Interior Visual Observations
Performed September 6, 7, 9, 2014
The call outs included in the floor plans below depict various moisture issues observed during
the interior visual observation phase of the survey. Items highlighted in yellow appeared to be,
or were reported as, active leakage. Non-highlighted items appeared to be the result of past leaks
that were no longer active or were related to something other, such as mechanical issues.
Sample photographs and annotations of the interior visual observation phase are included in this
report.
Courthouse Basement

13104 N.E. 85th Street  P.O. Box 816  Kirkland, WA 98083-0816
Phone: 425-822-8397  Fax: 425-822-7595
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Courthouse Level 1
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Courthouse Level 2
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Courthouse Level 3
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Courthouse Level 4
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Courthouse Level 5
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Courthouse Level 6
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Courthouse Roof/Penthouses
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Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Basement, north law library: Water
stains observed on underside of
concrete slab at lobby stairway
transition. Water stains do not appear
to be related to recent leakage or issues
pertaining to the building envelope.
No reports of active leakage from
facilities staff.

Photograph #2
Basement, north law library: Water
stained ceiling tiles appear to be
related to a mechanical issue. No
reports of active leakage from facilities
staff.
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Photograph #3
Close-up of previous photograph:
Water stained ceiling tiles appear to be
related to a mechanical issue. No
reports of active leakage from facilities
staff.

Photograph #4
Near the north transition between the
1991 building and the 1972 building,
level 1. Water stains in ceiling tiles
beneath sheet metal grease interceptor
hung directly beneath the slab. Stains
do not appear to be related to building
envelope leakage.

Photograph #5
1972 building, level 1, room #1112:
Pre-cast tilt-up concrete panels are
exposed to the interior adjacent the
window jambs. Interior vertical
sealant joint between the panels is
unadhered.
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Photograph #6
1972 building, level 1, room #1112:
Pre-cast tilt-up concrete panels are
exposed to the interior adjacent the
window jambs. Interior vertical
sealant joint between the panels is
unadhered.

Photograph #7
Transition area between the 1948
building and the 1972 building,
northwest corner of room #1096:
Water blistered paint (circled)
observed on the interior gypsum board
between the west transition between
the two buildings.
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Photograph #8
Close-up of previous depicting water
blistered paint on the gypsum board
sheathing.

Photograph #9
Transition area between the 1948
building and the 1972 building,
northwest corner of room #1096:
Evidence of water migration through
cracks in the slab, above the area of
past leakage, may have been prior to
the more recent reroof. No reports of
active leakage from facilities staff.
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Photograph #10
1948 building, west central area of
room #1096: Area of reported active
leakage. Water stain (arrow) observed
on the ceiling tile.

Photograph #11
1948 building, west central area of
room #1096: Area of reported
leakage. Water stains observed at and
beneath cracks (arrows) through the
concrete slab, towards the west
perimeter of the roof.
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Photograph #12
1948 building, multiple areas in the
archive room #1098 exhibit water
stained ceiling tiles: Facilities staff
have indicated active leakage. After
further review, it appears the stains are
the result of older heaters (inset into
the wall on the floor levels above) that
have been abandoned.

Photograph #13
Same annotation as the previous
photograph, looking up towards
abandoned pipes from heaters inset
into the walls on the floor levels above.
Water stained ceiling tiles in this and
other similar areas do not appear to be
the result of envelope leakage.

Photograph #14
Same annotation as the previous two
photographs, looking towards an
abandoned heater inset into the north
perimeter wall of the superior court
room directly above.
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Photograph #15
1948 building, level 1, west central
foyer space at the original entrance:
Moisture damage observed on the
ceiling, directly beneath the entrance
roof, may be the result of roof drain
issues or ongoing moisture infiltration
within the roof assembly. No reports
of active leakage from facilities staff.

Photograph #16
1948 building, level 1, north wall of
room #1072, beneath level 1 roof-torising wall transition. Facilities staff
have reported active leakage at this
location.

Photograph #17
1948 building, level 1, north wall of
room #1072, beneath level 1 roof-torising wall transition. Facilities staff
have reported active leakage at this
location. Observed water stains and
efflorescence (arrow) at cracks in the
concrete slab above area of reported
leakage.
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Photograph #18
1948 building, level 1, north wall of
room #1072, beneath level 1 roof-torising wall transition. Facilities staff
have reported active leakage at this
location. Observed water stains and
efflorescence (arrow) at cracks in the
concrete slab above area of reported
leakage.

Photograph #19
1948 building, level 1, south open
office, room #1062, beneath level 1
roof-to- rising wall transition. Cracks
in roof slab and efflorescence, likely
from past leakage. No reports of
active leakage from facilities staff.

Photograph #20
1948 building, level 1, south open
office, room #1062, beneath level 1
roof-to- rising wall transition. Closeup of previous photograph, depicting
cracks (arrow) in roof slab and
efflorescence, likely from past leakage.
No reports of active leakage from
facilities staff.
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Photograph #21
1991 southwest single story addition
building, level 1, room #1044, south
exterior wall: Water stained ceiling
tile (arrow) at area of reported active
leakage.

Photograph #22
1991 southwest single story addition
building, level 1, room #1044 ceiling
cavity, south exterior wall: Garbage
can installed to catch leaks and water
stained gypsum board sheathing
behind.

Photograph #23
1991 southwest single story addition
building, level 1, room #1043,
southwest corner: Blistered paint
(arrow) on the interior gypsum board
sheathing at area of reported active
leakage.
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Photograph #24
1991 addition, northeast rotunda.

Photograph #25
1991 addition, northeast rotunda: Lack
of pan flashings observed at curtainwall thresholds.
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Photograph #26
1991 addition, northeast rotunda:
Looking at the interior side of an uninsulated spandrel panel.

Photograph #27
1991 addition, level 2, northwest
elevator lobby: Evidence of active
moisture intrusion observed at and
adjacent to the west window.

Photograph #28
1991 addition, level 2, northwest
elevator lobby: Evidence of active
moisture intrusion observed at and
adjacent to the west window. Water
streaks observed on the wall paper
beneath the window sill, near the north
jamb.
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Photograph #29
1991 addition, level 2, northwest
elevator lobby: Evidence of active
moisture intrusion observed at and
adjacent to the west window. Wall
paper is unadhered, due to moisture
intrusion at the window head.

Photograph #30
1948 building, level 2, south exterior
wall of Superior Court #4: Observed
slightly moisture damaged gypsum
board sheathing at the window sill.

Photograph #31
Close-up of previous photograph.
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Photograph #32
1991 addition, level 2, south curtain
wall of the corridor: Observed
evidence of water intrusion along the
perimeter framing of the curtain-wall.

Photograph #33
1991 addition, level 2, south curtain
wall of the corridor: Observed
evidence of water intrusion along the
perimeter framing of the curtain-wall.
Wall paper adjacent curtain wall
framing is unadhered and curling back.
Note sealant knife inserted between the
curtain wall frame and gypsum board
sheathing.

Photograph #34
1991 addition, level 2, south curtain
wall of the corridor: Observed
evidence of water intrusion along the
perimeter framing of the curtain-wall.
Base trim (rubber) at the floor-tocurtain wall transition is unadhered,
likely due to water intrusion.
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Photograph #35
1991 addition, level 2, north waiting
room #2006: Water stained ceiling tile
and gypsum board sheathing in the
ceiling cavity appear to be the result of
active leakage, where the radius
curtain wall intersects the exterior
brick panels.

Photograph #36
1991 addition, level 2, north waiting
room #2006: Water stained ceiling tile
and gypsum board sheathing in the
ceiling cavity appear to be the result of
active leakage, where the radius
curtain wall intersects the exterior
brick panels.

Photograph #37
1991 addition, level 3, north room
#3008: Typical separation and
structural related damage to the
gypsum board sheathing, between the
interior wall where intersecting the
exterior wall (arrow).
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Photograph #38
1991 addition, level 3, north room
#3008: Close-up of previous
photograph depicting typical
separation and damage to the gypsum
board sheathing, between the interior
wall where intersecting the exterior
wall (arrow). Separation appears to be
the result of deflection in the floor
slabs.

Photograph #39
1991 addition, level 3, east room
#3011: Typical separation and damage
to the gypsum board sheathing,
between the interior wall where
intersecting the exterior wall (arrow).
Separation appears to be the result of
deflection in the floor slabs.
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Photograph #40
1991 addition, level 3, south room
#3036: Water streaks (arrows)
observed on curtain wall framing at
jamb.

Photograph #41
1991 addition, level 3, south room
#3036: Vapor retarder was pulled
back by others prior to this site visit,
possibly during a previous
investigation. No insulation observed
directly behind the spandrel panel.

Photograph #42
1991 addition, level 3, south room
#3037: Whatcom County staff
indicated ongoing leakage, at the south
window and window jamb (arrow),
during periods of wind-blown rain.
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Photograph #43
1991 addition, level 3, south room
#3037: Whatcom County staff
indicated ongoing leakage at the south
window and window jamb, during
periods of wind-blown rain. Looking
up at curtain-wall frame to ceiling
transition. Water damaged gypsum
board sheathing (arrow) and water
stains observed on the curtain-wall
framing.

Photograph #44
1991 addition, level 4, northwest
elevator lobby, west window.

Photograph #45
1991 addition, level 4, northwest
elevator lobby, west window: Tramex
Moisture Encounter placed over the
interior gypsum board sheathing, near
the bottom window corner, detects
high moisture.
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Photograph #46
1991 addition, level 4, east room
#4028: Moisture stains/efflorescence
(arrow) observed on outboard bottom
edge of the concrete slab (ceiling).

Photograph #47
1991 addition, level 4, southeast room
#4031: Moisture stains observed on
curtain wall framing, near ceiling
transition.

Photograph #48
1991 addition, level 4, southeast room
#4031: Moisture stains observed on
curtain wall framing, near ceiling
transition, appear to be related to
leakage.
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Photograph #49
1946 building, level 4, view of south
interstitial space. Past leakage
reportedly occurred at the south louver,
until a sheet metal hood was installed.

Photograph #50
1991 addition, level 5, east room
#5013-B: Moisture stains (arrows)
observed on ceiling tile and gypsum
board wall sheathing, extending above
the hung ceiling tiles.

Photograph #51
1991 addition, level 5, east room
#5013-C: Moisture stains observed on
ceiling tile and gypsum board wall
sheathing (arrow), extending above the
hung ceiling tiles. Moisture stain
aligns with steel embed for the exterior
brick panel support.
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Photograph #52
1991 addition, level 5, south corridor:
Moisture stains (arrow) observed on
gypsum board sheathing (above the
hung ceiling), intersecting the curtain
wall.

Photograph #53
Close-up of previous photograph,
above the hung ceiling.
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Photograph #54
1991 addition, level 5, south corridor
curtain-wall: Several moisture stains
(arrow) observed on head framing.

Photograph #55
1946 building, level 5, west stairwell:
Areas of paint blistering and
efflorescence observed on the plaster
wall, which separates the laundry room
from the stairwell. This does not
appear to be related to the exterior
envelope.

Photograph #56
1991 addition, level 6, juvenile
detention, northwest corner of indoor
recreation: Moisture damaged plaster
on the wall and ceiling, generally
below the seismic transition and
perimeter parapet of the roof.
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Photograph #57
1991 addition, level 6, staff room
#6021: Water stained ceiling tile, at
the northeast corner of the room, is
directly below a mechanical vent
penetration (through the roof) that
appears to be leaking.

Photograph #58
1991 addition, level 6, northeast staff
room #6021: Water stained ceiling
tile, at the northeast corner of the
room, is directly below a mechanical
vent penetration (through the roof) that
appears to be leaking. Note bowl
beneath the corner of the vent for
water catchment.

Photograph #59
1991 addition, level 6, northeast
classroom #6041: Pointing towards
moisture stained plaster at the slab-toexterior wall transition.
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Photograph #60
Close-up of previous photograph.

Photograph #61
1991 addition, level 6, east clerestory
window of indoor recreation: Ongoing
moisture infiltration of the Kalwall
assembly, resulting in damage to the
interior plaster finishes surrounding the
window.
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Photograph #62
1991 addition, level 6, east clerestory
window of indoor recreation: Ongoing
moisture infiltration of the Kalwall
assembly, resulting in damage to the
interior plaster finishes surrounding the
window.

Photograph #63
1991 addition, level 6, east upper wall
of the outdoor recreation area:
Moisture stains on the wall surface
may be the result of condensation.
This room is open to exterior air.

Photograph #64
1948 building, level 6, common area
adjacent room 6172: Moisture stains
on the ceiling tiles. This area is
directly beneath the interstitial/plenum
cavity.
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Photograph #65
1948 building, level 6, west laundry
room: Moisture stains plaster
surrounding the chimney penetration.
Leakage appears to be related to
flashing transitions on the roof.

Photograph #66
1991 addition, level 6, south storage
room, east of outdoor recreation:
Moisture damaged plaster ceiling
appears to be related to a mechanical
issue and not the roof.

Photograph #67
1948 building, level 6, southwest
stairwell window: Moisture damaged
plaster observed at the window sill,
due to leakage.
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Photograph #68
1948 building, level 6, southwest
stairwell window: Moisture damaged
plaster observed at the window sill,
due to leakage.

Photograph #69
Interstitial space, under Mechanical
Penthouse: View of staining and tray
on floor of interstitial space, where
leaking appears to occur directly below
heating return and supply line
penetrations, through the floor slab of
the Mechanical Penthouse.
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Photograph #70
Interstitial space, under Mechanical
Penthouse: View of fireproofing,
under metal deck, around heating
return and supply line penetrations,
through the floor slab of the
Mechanical Penthouse above tray
referenced in previous photo.

Photograph #71
Interstitial space, under Mechanical
Penthouse: Same as previous, showing
staining on insulation wrap on heating
return and supply lines.
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Photograph #72
Mechanical Penthouse: View of
heating return and supply line
penetrations, through the floor slab of
the Mechanical Penthouse, above tray
referenced in Photo #69.

Photograph #73
Interstitial space, north boundary:
Context view, looking at back side of
south wall of the North Gravel Roof.
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Photograph #74
Interstitial space, north boundary:
View of staining on fireproofing and
base of drywall sheathing, on south
wall of the North Gravel Roof.
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Photograph #75
Interstitial space, north boundary:
Same location as previous, looking up
at what appears to be the backside of
the PACE AHU sheet metal curb.
Note staining on fireproofing below.
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Photograph #76
Interstitial space, under north AHU:
Looking straight on at location
referenced in previous photo. Note
daylight through joint (dashed circle)
above, where water intrusion is likely
to occur.
Note joint between insulated panels at
top of photo. Water appears to track
along this joint towards the interstitial
space.

Photograph #77
Interstitial space, under north AHU:
Context view, looking west within
interstitial space, under the PACE
AHU adjacent to the North Gravel
Roof. Arrow points to joint between
insulated panels. Note presence of
water on top of duct (circle).
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Photograph #78
Interstitial space, under north AHU:
View of water on top of duct
referenced in previous photo.

Photograph #79
Context view of south perimeter of
North Gravel Roof. Circle denotes
area where daylight was observed
within interstitial space through joint,
between I-beam platform sections.
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Photograph #80
Close up of joint referenced in
previous photo, with sealant knife
inserted between, showing likely
source of water intrusion.
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Photograph #81
View of bottom of louver on the south
elevation of the Mechanical Penthouse.
Note what appears to be
supplementary application of sealant at
joint between drip edge metal and
louver, at bottom corners.

Photograph #82
Interstitial space, adjacent south AHU:
View from within interstitial space,
looking south under vicinity of
walkway roof, on north side of south
PACE AHU. Note staining on
fireproofing on underside of metal
deck. Stain on left side of photo is
below louver referenced in previous
photo. Stain to right is below north
end of south PACE AHU.
Photograph #83
Interstitial space, northwest end:
Context view, showing signs of
leaking, evidenced by stained
fireproofing (circled) at second from
north-most guardrail post penetration.
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Photograph #84
Interstitial space,southwest end: View
showing staining in fireproofing,
below second from south-most
guardrail post penetration.

Photograph #85
Interstitial space,southwest end:
Context view, showing staining and
roof cement repairs, on the backside of
the north wall perimeter of the South
Gravel Roof.
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Photograph #86
Interstitial space,southwest end:
Closer view of previous photo,
showing application of roof cement at
vertical inside corner and staining on
fireproofing, base of drywall
sheathing, and floor.
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EXHIBIT B
Exterior Visual Observations
Performed September 20, September 21, and October 4, 2014
The initial numerical order of review areas presented on Wetherholt and Associates’ Preliminary
Visual Review Elevations, dated August 21, 2014, have been revised for this exhibit and report,
as a result of modifications and revisions that occurred during our site review.
South Elevation 1991 Addition, Observation Areas #1 and #2

13104 N.E. 85th Street  P.O. Box 816  Kirkland, WA 98083-0816
Phone: 425-822-8397  Fax: 425-822-7595
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Observation Areas #1 and #2
South Elevation, 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS, prefabricated brick panels, brick veneer, precast concrete architectural
Wall
Cladding features, curtain-wall.
1. Exterior cladding systems lack appropriate transition flashings and weeps
Issues
that would typically provide functional water management. Any water that
Observed
enters into the cladding assembly becomes trapped or migrates internally
within the wall cavity.
2. Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer shell for weather protection. Any
water that penetrates the outer shell will typically become trapped and/or
migrate into the interior.
3. Multiple cracks in 6th floor EIFS are open to water entry.
4. Top edge of EIFS is proud of metal cap flashing, allowing water migrating
over the cap flashing to penetrate into the EIFS.
5. Exposed reinforcing mesh observed at various EIFS transitions, allowing
water entry.
6. Open gap between metal flashing at the top of the curtain wall and the
bottom edge of the EIFS allows insect entry.
7. Sealant joints are generally unadhered and deteriorated.
8. Cracks in preformed brick panels typically occur on both sides of the
horizontal sealant joints, positioned at floor lines, and appear to be related to
ongoing corrosion of the steel reinforcing.
9. Cracks in precast concrete architectural features (level 1 and level 2) appear
to be open to water entry.
10. Sky facing mortar joints at the ends of the pre-cast window sills are disbonded and open to water entry.
11. End dams on existing asphalt impregnated copper flashing at typical window
sills are installed in a manner that is susceptible to water intrusion.
12. Compression of several horizontal floor line sealant joints between
preformed brick panels.
13. Weep tubes in preformed brick panels and beneath window sills are
generally plugged with debris, and appear to be non-functional.
14. Lack of weeps and properly integrated through-wall flashing at top and
bottom of level 1 brick veneer and between preformed brick panels.
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Observation Areas #1 and #2 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1.
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Photograph #2
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6:
Cracks in EIFS (arrows).

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6:
Sealant knife inserted into an open
crack at the inside vertical corner of
the EIFS, at a step down transition
in the wall plane.
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Photograph #4
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6:
Cracks in the EIFS.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6:
Cracks in the EIFS.
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Photograph #6
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6:
RILEM tests in process; one on an
EIFS crack and one in a field area
of the EIFS with no cracks.

Photograph #7
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6: EIFS
is proud of the bottom edge of the
metal cap flashing, at wall bumpouts. Sealant knife inserted into the
top edge of the EIFS, where
extending out proud of the metal
flashing. Also observed a lack of
properly
integrated
flanged
transition flashings at various plane
transitions in the wall.
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Photograph #8
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6: Closeup of previous photograph,
depicting exposed reinforcing mesh
at the top edge of the EIFS.

Photograph #9
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6: EIFSto-brick panel transition (arrow)
includes a horizontal sealant joint,
rather than a properly integrated
through-wall flashing.

Photograph #10
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 6: EIFSto-curtain wall transition (arrow).
Sealant between the metal head
flashing and the bottom of the EIFS
restricts weepage. Moisture and
efflorescence has seeped out, where
the sealant has dis-bonded over
time.
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Photograph #11
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 4:
Cracks (arrows) observed in the
preformed brick panels, typically at
the floor lines above and below the
sealant joint, which separates two
panels.
Also note weep tube
(circled) positioned several brick
courses above the floor line/sealant
joint.
Weeps were typically
plugged with debris.
Photograph #12
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 4: Closeup of previous photograph. The
sealant joint is compressed,
measuring approximately 1/8 inch
at this location.

Photograph #13
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 3:
Typical precast sill cap. Window
sealant is adhered to the beauty cap
at the sill rather than the sub-frame.
A small section of sealant was
removed to review the joint at the
sill. Note weep tube, (arrow) in the
mortar joint beneath the pre-cast sill
cap, is plugged with debris.
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Photograph #14
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 3:
Cracked/spalled bricks (arrows)
near the preformed panel edges, at
the horizontal floor line joint
(yellow line).

Photograph #15
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 3:
RILEM tests.
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Photograph #16
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 1: Lack
of weeps or through-wall flashing
observed at top and bottom of level
1 brick veneer.

Photograph #17
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #1, level 1: Lack
of weeps or through-wall flashing
observed at top and bottom of level
1 brick veneer.
Sealant knife
inserted into an unadhered sky
facing sealant joint, at the pre-cast
cap-to-side wall transition.
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Photograph #18
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2.

Photograph #19
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6:
Looking east over the EIFS step out
transition. The metal cap flashing
does not properly lap over the top
of the EIFS, and it also lacks
functional transition flashings at the
ends.
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Photograph #20
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6:
Vertical crack in the corner of the
EIFS.

Photograph #21
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6:
Architectural EIFS and window
penetration for juvenile detention
cell. Note the metal square feature
is adhered over the top of the EIFS.
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Photograph #22
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6: Closeup of previous photograph.

Photograph #23
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6: Crack
in bottom of architectural EIFS
bump out, where two circles
intersect, is typically observed to be
open to water entry.
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Photograph #24
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6:
Unadhered sealant observed at the
perimeter of the cell window.

Photograph #25
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6: Closeup of previous photograph.
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Photograph #26
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6:
Bottom of EIFS where transitioning
to brick panel and curtain wall.

Photograph #27
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 6: Closeup of previous. Note large open
gap (arrow), between the curtain
wall head flashing and the bottom
of the EIFS, is open to insect entry.

Photograph #28
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 5: Floor
line horizontal joint (arrow)
between preformed brick panels,
and cracks/spalled brick observed
on either side. Note weep hole
(circled) is consistently three
courses above the horizontal joint
and plugged.
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Photograph #29
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 5: Floor
line horizontal joint between
preformed brick panels, and
cracks/spalled brick observed on
either side, where steel reinforcing
is corroding.

Photograph #30
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 5:
Horizontal sealant joint, between
preformed brick panels, measures
~1/2”.
The sealant joint is
deteriorated.

Photograph #31
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 4: Closeup of plugged weep tube.
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Photograph #32
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 4:
Unadhered vertical sealant joint,
between brick and curtain wall
frame.

Photograph #33
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 3:
Window penetration.

Photograph #34
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 3:
Window penetration. Sky facing
mortar joints, at the ends of the precast sill, are dis-bonded and open to
water entry.
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Photograph #35
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 3:
Vertical sheet metal spine appears
to be aesthetic in nature, is topically
mounted over the curtain wall, and
wraps over the top of the pre-cast
window sill.

Photograph #36
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 3:
Unadhered sealant at the sill of the
curtain wall.

Photograph #37
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2: Top
of arch. Holes (arrows) are in-filled
with sealant, and are likely the
result of the scaffolding securement
during construction.
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Photograph #38
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2:
Looking at the underside of the
arch. Sealant is installed between
the radial curtain wall frame and a
copper L-flashing (arrow), which
extends up and behind the brick.
Weeps exist (circle) towards the
outboard side of the arches, but
appear to be minimally functional,
if at all.
Photograph #39
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2: Close
up of previous photograph,
depicting a typical down facing
weep on the underside of the brick
arch. Note efflorescence on the
brick.

Photograph #40
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2:
Typical
pre-cast
architectural
feature.
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Photograph #41
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2:
Typical
pre-cast
architectural
feature. Pointing to crack in the
pre-cast.

Photograph #42
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2:
Underside of pre-cast architectural
feature, with efflorescence at the
outboard joint and weep (arrow).

Photograph #43
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 2: Closeup of weep depicted in the previous
photograph, which is plugged.
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Photograph #44
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 1 and 2:
Transition between preformed brick
panels (top), pre-cast concrete
architectural feature (middle), and
brick veneer (bottom) lacks any
through-wall flashing or means of
directing water back out from
behind the brick. Efflorescence
(arrow) on the surface of the brick
veneer, which is likely the result of
trapped moisture in the brick.

Photograph #45
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #2, level 1 and 2:
Transition between preformed brick
panels (top), pre-cast concrete
architectural feature (middle), and
brick veneer (bottom) lacks any
through-wall flashing or means of
directing water back out from
behind the brick.
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South Elevation 1991 Addition, Observation Area #3

Observation Area #3
South Elevation, 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS, prefabricated brick panels, brick veneer, precast concrete architectural
Wall
Cladding features, curtain-wall.
1. Exterior cladding systems lack appropriate transition flashings and weeps,
Issues
which would typically provide functional water management. Any water
Observed
that enters into the cladding assembly becomes trapped, or migrates
internally within the wall cavity.
2. Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer shell for weather protection. Any
water that penetrates the outer shell will typically become trapped and/or
migrate into the interior.
3. Cracks in 6th floor EIFS are open to water entry.
4. Metal flashing, at the top of the curtain wall, lacks flanged transition
flashings (with end dams) at the ends, and is not properly lapped with the
EIFS.
5. Sealant joints are generally unadhered and deteriorated.
6. Minimal to no sealant joint width observed at several curtain wall-to-EIFS
transitions.
7. Lack of proper transition flashing installed where the sky facing surface of
the level 1 brick veneer extends beyond the EIFS, on the single story
southwest addition.
8. Detached metal beauty caps observed on the curtain wall frame.
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Observation Area #3 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3.

Photograph #2
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6: Sheet
metal flashing (arrow) at the top of
the curtain wall.

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6: Sheet
metal flashing at the top of the
curtain wall. The horizontal sealant
joint is deteriorated and unadhered.
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Photograph #4
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6: Sheet
metal flashing, at the top of the
curtain wall, lacks soldered flanges
at the ends and is not properly
lapped with the EIFS.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6: Crack
in the inside vertical corner of the
EIFS.

Photograph #6
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6: Sheet
metal flashing, at the step back in
the EIFS (circled), lacks a soldered
flange at the end and is not properly
lapped with the EIFS.
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Photograph #7
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 5:
Unadhered vertical sealant joint
between the curtain wall and EIFS.

Photograph #8
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6:
Minimal to no sealant joint width,
between the west side of the curtain
wall and EIFS.

Photograph #9
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 5:
Cohesive separation of the vertical
sealant, between the east side of the
curtain wall and the EIFS.
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Photograph #10
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6:
Curtain wall includes what appears
to be a Plexiglas panel, installed
over the inset window of the cell.
Lack of sealant (arrow) observed
between the top edge of the
Plexiglas and the metal framing.

Photograph #11
1991 Addition, south
observation area #3,
Deteriorated sealant at
between vertical curtain
components.

elevation,
level 6:
the joint
wall cap

Photograph #12
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 3:
Detached vertical cap (arrow) at the
curtain wall framing.
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Photograph #13
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 2:
Curtain wall intersecting brick
veneer and EIFS of the southwest
single story addition.

Photograph #14
1991 Addition, south and east
elevation, observation area #3, level
2: Lack of sheet metal transition
flashing, where the sky facing brick
surface bumps out beyond the face
of the EIFS.
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Photograph #15
1991 Addition, south and east
elevation, observation area #3, level
2:
Observed
efflorescence
(evidence of moisture intrusion) on
the surface of the brick veneer,
beneath the curtain wall to
intersecting EIFS and brick wall
transition.
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South Elevation 1991 Addition, Observation Area #4

Observation Area #4
South Elevation, 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over metal framed wall assembly
Wall
Cladding
1. Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer surface for weather protection.
Issues
Any water that penetrates the outer surface will typically become trapped
Observed
and/or migrate into the interior.
2. Cracks and punctures in EIFS are open to water entry.
3. Areas where the EIFS coating has worn off, exposing the reinforcing mesh.
4. Lack of soldered transition flashing at coping-to-wall transition.
5. Open vertical joint in the EIFS, at the inside wall corner where the perimeter
parapet intersects the wall.
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Observation Area #4 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #4.

Photograph #2
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #4, level 6: Open
hole (arrow) observed in the EIFS.

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 6:
Pointing towards vertical cracks in
the EIFS at the reveal lines.
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Photograph #4
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 5: Arrow
points to vertical wall corner, east
side, with the top coat and some of
the base coat worn away, exposing
the reinforcing mesh.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 3: Arrow
points to horizontal crack in the
field of the EIFS.

Photograph #6
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 2:
Coping-to-wall transition lacks a
soldered saddle flashing. Arrow
points to crack in the EIFS.
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Photograph #7
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 1 roof-towall transition: A sheet metal
reglet laps behind the EIFS, and
counterflashes the single ply
baseflashing.

Photograph #8
1991 Addition, south elevation,
observation area #3, level 1 roof-towall transition: Open vertical crack
along the inside corner of the
parapet-to-wall transition.
Also
note
underdriven
screws
penetrating the coping metal.
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South Elevation 1991 Addition (Southwest Single Story), Observation Area #5

Observation Area #5
Southwest Single Story Addition, South Elevation, 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over metal framed wall assembly, brick veneer over metal framed wall
Wall
Cladding assembly, curtain wall.
1. Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer surface for weather protection.
Issues
Any water that penetrates the outer surface will typically become trapped
Observed
and/or migrate into the interior.
2. Cracks in EIFS are open to water entry.
3. Metal cap flashings, at parapet step down transitions, lack flanges and proper
integration with the EIFS, resulting in water entry.
4. Lack of functional transition flashings at brick-to-EIFS transitions.
5. Exposed sky facing brick and mortar joints, at the window sills, is susceptible
to water infiltration.
6. Sealant joints are generally unadhered and deteriorated.
7. Minimal to no sealant joint width observed, at several brick-to-curtain wall
transitions.
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Observation Area #5 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5.

Photograph #2
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, top of exterior
wall:
Painted cap flashing,
installed in the step down in the
parapet, lacks flanged saddle
flashings properly lapped with the
EIFS, and appears susceptible to
water entry. Note sealant knife
inserted into joint, between the
edge of the vertical flashing leg and
the EIFS.
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Photograph #3
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, top of exterior
wall: Open vertical crack observed
in the EIFS at the inside corner,
between the inset area of EIFS
above the brick column and the
main area of EIFS, above the
windows.

Photograph #4
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, upper area of
exterior wall: Metal flashing, at the
top of the brick veneer-to-EIFS
transition, does not fully cover the
top of the brick, and may be
resulting in water entry into the
wall. Note sealant knife inserted
between the top of the brick and the
horizontal leg of the metal flashing.
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Photograph #5
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, upper area of
exterior wall: Deteriorated and
cohesively separated sealant.

Photograph #6
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, middle area of
exterior wall: Unadhered sealant
(circled) at the window to column
transition.

Photograph #7
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, middle area of
exterior wall:
Close-up of
previous. Also note the minimal
width of the sealant joint (~1/8”),
which is problematic and typically
reduces the life of the sealant joint.
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Photograph #8
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, lower area of
exterior wall: The surface of the
sky facing brick and mortar joints
at the sill include positive slope
toward the exterior. However, they
would benefit with a sheet metal
cap flashing, lapped under the
windows with a back stop and end
dams.
Photograph #9
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, lower area of
exterior wall:
Sealant knife
inserted into open crack observed,
between the mortar joint and brick
at the sky facing sill.

Photograph #10
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, lower area of
exterior wall:
Sealant knife
inserted into unadhered and
deteriorated sealant, at the base of
the column.
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Photograph #11
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, lower area of
exterior wall: Weep tubes (arrow)
in the brick appear to be relatively
consistently installed, near the base
of the wall of the southwest single
story addition building.

Photograph #12
1991 Addition, southwest single
story building, south elevation,
observation area #5, lower area of
exterior wall: Close-up of weep
tube (arrow) depicted in the
previous photograph.
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West Elevation 1991 Addition (North Area), Observation Area #6 and #7

Observation Area #6 and #7
West Elevation (North Area), 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over metal framed wall assembly, aluminum framed windows.
Wall
Cladding
1. Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer surface for weather protection.
Issues
Any water that penetrates the outer surface will typically become trapped
Observed
and/or migrate into the interior.
2. Cracks in EIFS are open to water entry.
3. Vertical seismic joint is deteriorated and open to water entry.
4. Horizontal seismic joint splice joints are deteriorated and open to water entry.
5. Exposed concrete roof divider curb-to-wall transition is fully reliant upon
sealant and appears vulnerable to water entry.
6. EIFS is proud of the aluminum storefront window sill flashing, and the
transition appears to be a point of water infiltration
7. Lack of water tight seal between the aluminum window components, at the
sill and the EIFS.
8. Lack of functional pan flashings installed at the window sills.
9. Window head and sill flashings appear to lack end-dams, and appear
vulnerable to water entry.
10. Window sealant joints are generally unadhered.
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Observation Area #6 and #7 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6.

Photograph #2
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
level 2: Separation observed,
between the edge of the
manufactured expansion joint and
the edge of the EIFS, at the inside
wall corner.
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Photograph #3
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
level 2: Cast-in-place concrete
parapet separating the 1948
building (right) from the 1972
Addition (left) and intersecting the
1991 Addition EIFS. The transition
(circled) is fully reliant upon
sealant, and appears to be
vulnerable to water entry. The
concrete divider parapet lacks sheet
metal coping and transition
flashing.
Photograph #4
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
level 2: Close-up side view of
previous (from the north side of the
curb).
Multiple flashings and
cladding materials, all sealant
reliant at the transition.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
level 2: Cast-in-place concrete
parapet intersecting the EIFS. The
transition is fully reliant upon
sealant, and appears to be
vulnerable to water entry.
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Photograph #6
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
level 2: Inside vertical corner
where the 1991 Addition wall
intersects the 1948 Building
concrete
wall.
Prefinished
counterflashing laps behind the
EIFS and extends over the single
ply roofing.
The sheet metal
counterflashing does not continue
onto the concrete wall of the 1948
building. Rather, the top edge of
the single ply baseflashing is
terminated with term-bar and
sealant. It is important to note that
this roof area registered high for
moisture infiltration, when probing
with a Tramex Moisture Encounter.
Photograph #7
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
levels 2 and 3: Inside corner
transition where the 1991 Addition
wall intersects the 1948 building
wall, to the right of the ladder.
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Photograph #8
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
levels 2 and 3: Vertical sealant
joint between the EIFS and the
coated cast-in-place concrete wall.

Photograph #9
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #6,
level 1:
Close-up of previous
photograph. Sealant appears to
maintain adhesion.
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Photograph #10
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
levels 2 and 3.

Photograph #11
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 2: Vertical seismic joint,
between the elevator stair tower and
west wall of the rotunda area, is
deteriorated and open to water
entry.
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Photograph #12
Close-up of previous photograph,
depicting extensive deterioration of
sealant.

Photograph #13
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7:
Looking down at the horizontal
seismic joint at the roof-to-wall
transition. Sealant knife is inserted
into separation of the EPDM splice
strip, at an end joint in the bellow.

Photograph #14
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 2: Storefront window.
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Photograph #15
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 2:
Aluminum framed
storefront window. Sealant knife
inserted through an unadhered
sealant joint at the jamb.

Photograph #16
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 2:
Aluminum framed
storefront
window.
The
manufactured sill flashing abuts the
horizontal EIFS ledge, with no seal.

Photograph #17
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 3: Crack (arrow) observed in
the EIFS, at the horizontal reveal.
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Photograph #18
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 3: Window with EIFS edge
slightly proud of the aluminum sill
flashing. Sealant knife inserted
behind the EIFS coating, showing a
path of water entry into the wall
assembly. The sill flashing appears
to lack fully sealed mechanical end
dams. Also note cracks (arrows) in
the EIFS.
Photograph #19
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 3: Window with EIFS edge
slightly proud of the aluminum sill
flashing. Sealant knife inserted
behind the EIFS coating, showing a
path of water entry into the wall
assembly. The sill flashing appears
to lack fully sealed mechanical end
dams. Also note cracks (arrows) in
the EIFS.
Photograph #20
1991 Addition, north area of the
west elevation, observation area #7,
level 2: Sealant applied between
the window head flashing and the
EIFS may be trapping water
towards the interior. The head
flashings lacks fully sealed
mechanical end dams.
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North Elevation 1991 Addition, Observation Area #8

Observation Area #8
North Elevation 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS, prefabricated brick panels, precast concrete architectural features,
Wall
Cladding radial curtain-wall.
1. Exterior cladding systems lack appropriate transition flashings and weeps,
Issues
which would typically provide functional water management. Any water that
Observed
enters into the cladding assembly becomes trapped or migrates internally
within the wall cavity.
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2.

Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer surface for weather protection.
Any water that penetrates the outer surface will typically become trapped
and/or migrate into the interior.
3. Multiple cracks in 6th floor EIFS are open to water entry.
4. Top edge of EIFS is proud of metal cap flashing, allowing water, migrating
over the cap flashing, to penetrate into the EIFS.
5. Exposed reinforcing mesh observed at various EIFS transitions, allowing
water entry.
6. Sealant joints are generally unadhered and deteriorated.
7. Cracks in preformed brick panels typically occur on both sides of the
horizontal sealant joints, positioned at floor lines, and appear to be related to
ongoing corrosion of the steel reinforcing.
8. Sky facing mortar joints at the ends of the pre-cast window sills are disbonded and open to water entry.
9. Weep tubes in preformed brick panels and beneath window sills are generally
plugged with debris, and appear to be non-functional.
10. Lack of weeps and properly integrated through-wall flashing between
preformed brick panels.
Observation Area #8 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, levels 2
through 6.
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Photograph #2
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, levels 2
through 6.

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 2: Roofto-wall transition includes singleply roof membrane, covered at the
top with the lower flashing of the
curtain wall, or painted throughwall flashing at the base of the
preformed brick panels.
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Photograph #4
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 2: Roofto-wall transition.
Unadhered
vertical sealant, at the inside corner
between the preformed brick panel
and the curtain wall. Also observed
cracking (arrow) of prefabricated
brick panel near the floor line
transition, likely the result of
rusting reinforcing.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 3: Precast ledge is positively sloped
towards the exterior. Note sealant
knife (arrow) inserted into area of
unadhered sealant, at the corner
transition between the pre-cast and
curtain wall.
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Photograph #6
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 3:
Pointing towards one weep tube
centered in the preformed brick
panel, three brick courses above the
floor line sealant joint (arrow) that
separates panels.

Photograph #7
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 3: Closeup of weep (arrow) depicted in the
previous photograph. The weep is
plugged.

Photograph #8
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 3:
Typical weep (arrow) in the mortar
joint between the bottom of the precast ledge and the top of the brick.
Typically, one weep is installed
beneath each ledge.
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Photograph #9
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 5: Radial
curtain wall. Multiple areas of
unadhered and/or deteriorated
sealant observed at various joints.

Photograph #10
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 5: Closeup of previous photograph. Radial
curtain wall. Multiple areas of
unadhered and/or deteriorated
sealant observed at various joints.

Photograph #11
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 5: Radial
curtain wall. Disengaged vertical
cap (arrow).
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Photograph #12
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: EIFS
transition. Sealant knife (circled)
inserted into an open hole in the
EIFS.

Photograph #13
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: EIFS.
Tramex
Moisture
Encounter
detecting high moisture in the
EIFS,
beneath
the
circular
architectural feature.

Photograph #14
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: Closeup of previous photograph.
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Photograph #15
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6:
Tramex
Moisture
Encounter
detecting high moisture, when
placed on the outer central plane of
the circular architectural EIFS
feature. Cracks observed at the thin
transition point (arrow) appear to be
open to water intrusion.

Photograph #16
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: Upper
ledge flashing transition.
EIFS
edge is proud of the ledge flashing
and susceptible to water intrusion,
where sealant knife is inserted into
the joint between the bottom edge
of the ledge flashing and the top of
the EIFS.

Photograph #17
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: Closeup of previous photograph, showing
~3/8” joint between the bottom
edge of the ledge flashing and the
top edge of the EIFS.
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Photograph #18
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: Closeup of previous two photographs,
showing top edge of EIFS to be
~1/2” proud of the ledge flashing
and susceptible to water intrusion,
as water sheds over the flashing.

Photograph #19
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: Upper
ledge flashing-to-rising parapet
wall transition.
Sealant knife
inserted into open gap observed
between the end of the ledge
flashing and the EIFS, rather than
properly fashioned end dams
lapped behind the EIFS. Also note
open vertical gap (arrow) in the
EIFS at the inside vertical parapet
corner.
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Photograph #20
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6: Closeup of previous photograph,
depicting an open vertical gap
measuring ~1/4” to 3/8”.

Photograph #21
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6:
Curtain wall head flashing-to-rising
wall transition.
Sealant knife
inserted into an open joint (circled),
between the end of the head
flashing and the surface of the
EIFS, which is susceptible to water
intrusion.
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Photograph #22
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #8, level 6:
Curtain wall head flashing. The top
horizontal surface of the head
flashing is flat and lacks positive
water shedding slope away from the
building.
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North Elevation 1991 Addition, Levels 1 through 2, Observation Area #9

Observation Area #9
North Elevation 1991 Addition, Levels 1 through 2
Wall
Area
Observed
Brick veneer, EIFS, precast concrete trim
Wall
Cladding
1. Exterior cladding systems appears to lack appropriate transition flashings and
Issues
weeps, that would typically provide functional water management. Any
Observed
water that enters into the cladding assembly becomes trapped or migrates
internally within the wall cavity. Efflorescence at areas of the exterior brick
veneer appears to be the result of problematic moisture management of the
wall system.
2. Unadhered sealant joints.
3. Plugged weep holes.
4. Lack of functional through-wall flashings at floor line transitions and brick
veneer to EIFS transitions.
5. Lack of sheet metal cap flashing installed over the top surface of the EIFS
bump-out transition, near the top of the wall.
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Observation Area #9 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9.

Photograph #2
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 1:
Scratch awl inserted into a weep
tube, at the base of brick to precast
concrete band transition.

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 1 and
level 2: Efflorescence observed
near the floor line transition
(arrow).
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Photograph #4
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 1 and
level 2: Close-up of floor line
transition depicted in the previous
photograph.
Weeps exist one
course above the horizontal sealant
joint, along the floor line.
Observed areas of unadhered
sealant.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 1 and
level 2: Close-up of weep tube,
which is blocked with cementitious
debris.

Photograph #6
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 1 and
level 2: Probing the surface of the
brick wall near the horizontal
sealant joint with a Tramex
Moisture Encounter, measuring
increased moisture or anomaly.
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Photograph #7
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 2 where
transitioning to upper EIFS:
Horizontal sealant joint between the
top of brick and EIFS is unadhered
in areas, as shown with a sealant
knife inserted into the joint.

Photograph #8
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #9, level 2
parapet: Debris and moss build-up
on the sloped EIFS bump-out ledge,
which lacks sheet metal cap
flashing.
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North Elevation 1991 Addition, Levels 1 through 2, Observation Area #10

Observation Area #10
North Elevation 1991 Addition, Levels 1 through 2
Wall
Area
Observed
Brick veneer, precast concrete panels, EIFS, curtain wall.
Wall
Cladding
1. Exterior cladding systems lack appropriate transition flashings and weeps,
Issues
that would typically provide functional water management. Any water that
Observed
enters into the cladding assembly becomes trapped or migrates internally
within the wall cavity.
2. Unadhered sealant joints, including vertical seismic joint.
3. Plugged weep holes.
4. Lack of sheet metal cap flashing installed over the top surface of the precast
concrete bump-out transition, near the top of the wall.
5. Metal roof flashing extending onto the top of the precast concrete parapet
does not fully wrap the top surface, exposing sky facing sealant joints and
horizontal cracks in the concrete to weather and possible water infiltration.
6. A section of the curtain wall snap cap is missing at the sill of the curtain wall.
7. Lack of sealant between the sill framing of the curtain wall and the precast
concrete sill.
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Observation Area #10 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, north
observation area #10.

elevation,

Photograph #2
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Efflorescence at underside of
precast panel joint.

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Vertical corner joint between
precast panels and EIFS correlated
with seismic joint (arrow).
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Photograph #4
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Underside of precast panels,
showing drip kerf.

Photograph #5
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Scratch awl inserted into what
appears to be a weep hole within the
drip kerf.

Photograph #6
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Inside corner joint between
precast concrete panels. Note the sky
facing section of the sealant joint
(arrow), which is typically more
susceptible to water entry over time.
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Photograph #7
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: The outboard top surface of the
precast concrete parapet lacks
flashing coverage. The sky-facing
portion of the sealant joint is
unadhered and open to water entry.

Photograph #8
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Inside corner joint between
precast concrete panels. Note the sky
facing section of the sealant joint
(arrow), which is typically more
susceptible to water entry over time.

Photograph #9
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: Inside corner joint between
precast concrete panel and EIFS.
Sealant knife inserted into unadhered
areas of vertical sealant.
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Photograph #10
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, top of Rotunda
wall: View from roof side.

Photograph #11
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, base of
Rotunda curtain wall: Sealant knife
inserted under sill frame from
interior. Unable to verify if pan
flashing exists.

Photograph #12
1991 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #10, base of
Rotunda curtain wall: Missing a
section of snap cap. Lack of sealant
between the sill frame and the precast concrete sill.
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Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition, Upper Clerestory, Observation Area #11

Observation Area #11
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition, Upper Clerestory
Wall
Area
Observed
EIFS, storefront windows, painted steel trim
Wall
Cladding
1. Lack of soldered pan flashing at the window sills, and water stains observed
Issues
on the interior side of the sill. Existing window manufacturer’s prefinished
Observed
sill flashing is segmented to accommodate the radius profile of the wall. The
segmented joints appear to be unsealed. It is important to note that there has
been no reported leakage at these windows, likely because of the roof
overhang.
2. Painted steel architectural feature, at the top of the rotunda wall, lacks cap
flashing wrapping the outboard edge, resulting in corrosion of the sky facing
surfaces.
3. Unadhered sealant joints.
4. Exposed reinforcing mesh observed at various EIFS transitions, allowing
water entry.
5. Cracks in EIFS are susceptible to water entry.
6. Top edge of roofing baseflashing membrane at the roof-to-wall transition is
sealant dependant, as opposed to having an installation of sheet metal flashing
extending behind the bottom edge of the EIFS and lapping over the top of the
baseflashing.
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Observation Area #11 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2.

Photograph #2
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2: Gap
(arrow)
between
soffit
and
perimeter steel feature may provide
venting for the soffit cavity.
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Photograph #3
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2:
Roof-to-wall transition includes top
of
single
ply
baseflashing
membrane, terminated with termbar. Note lack of sheet metal
counterflashing at the bottom of
EIFS-to-roofing transition.

Photograph #4
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2,
northwest area:
Water stains
(arrow), observed on the interior
sill, may be the result of periodic
but limited window leakage.

Photograph #5
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2:
Unadhered area of sealant at the
window jamb.
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Photograph #6
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2:
Sealant knife inserted into a gap in
the window manufacturer’s sill
flashing, likely the result of
segmented
flashing
sections
conforming to a radial wall. Also
note sealant at various snap cap
joints (arrows), which may have
been installed post construction to
reduce leakage potential.

Photograph #7
Northeast Rotunda, 1991
observation area #11,
Missing area of top and
where blue reinforcing
exposed.

Addition,
level 2:
basecoat,
mesh is

Photograph #8
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2:
Pointing towards cracks in the EIFS
extending from the window corner.
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Photograph #9
Northeast Rotunda, 1991 Addition,
observation area #11, level 2:
Copper coping does not fully wrap
over the outboard painted steel
band. Standing water has resulted
in corrosion of the steel.
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East Elevation 1991 Addition, Observation Area #12

Observation Area #12
East Elevation 1991 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS, prefabricated brick panels, precast concrete architectural features, brick
Wall
Cladding veneer, curtain-wall.
1. Exterior cladding systems lack appropriate transition flashings and weeps,
Issues
that would typically provide functional water management. Any water that
Observed
enters into the cladding assembly becomes trapped or migrates internally
within the wall cavity.
2. Barrier EIFS is fully reliant upon the outer surface for weather protection.
Any water that penetrates the outer surface will typically become trapped
and/or migrate into the interior.
3. Multiple cracks in 6th floor EIFS are open to water entry.
4. Top edge of EIFS is proud of metal cap flashing, allowing water migrating
over the cap flashing to penetrate into the EIFS.
5. Exposed reinforcing mesh observed at various EIFS transitions, allowing
water entry.
6. Open gap, between metal flashing at the top of the curtain wall and the
bottom edge of the EIFS, is open to insect entry.
7. Sealant joints are generally unadhered and deteriorated.
8. Cracks in preformed brick panels typically occur on both sides of the
horizontal sealant joints, positioned at floor lines, and appear to be related to
ongoing corrosion of the steel reinforcing.
9. Sky facing mortar joints, at the ends of the pre-cast window sills, are disbonded and open to water entry.
10. End dams, on existing asphalt impregnated copper flashing at typical window
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sills, are installed in a manner that is susceptible to water intrusion.
11. Compression of several horizontal floor line sealant joints, between
preformed brick panels.
12. Weep tubes in preformed brick panels and beneath window sills are generally
plugged with debris, and appear to be non-functional.
13. Lack of weeps or properly integrated through-wall flashing, at top and bottom
of level 1 brick veneer.
14. Overflow scuppers inset into the level 6 EIFS appear to be vulnerable to
moisture entry. Sealant installed at edges is unadhered.
Observation Area #12 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, east
observation area #12.

elevation,
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Photograph #2
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12, level 2:
Transition between the top of the
precast architectural feature and
bottom of the preformed brick
panels lacks a properly integrated
through-wall flashing. No weeps
are provided. A sealant joint exists,
which is deteriorated and, in some
cases, compressed.

Photograph #3
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
sloped surface of the precast
architectural
feature,
where
transitioning to brick veneer
(below, arrow), curtain wall, and
preformed brick panels (above).
No through-wall flashing or weeps
exist at the transitions.

Photograph #4
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
sloped surface of the precast
architectural
feature,
where
transitioning to the arched surface
of the preformed brick panel.
Sealant knife inserted over the top
surface of an L-metal flashing, that
turns up and behind the brick panel.
Observed efflorescence on the
arched brick, which is typically the
result of trapped moisture.
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Photograph #5
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
radial window sill. Sky facing
brick surface and sky facing
mortar/sealant joints are more
vulnerable to water infiltration.

Photograph #6
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
radial window head. Efflorescence
(circled) observed on the downward
facing surface of the bricks at the
window head, likely the result of
entrapped moisture.

Photograph #7
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
precast ledge intersecting the
arched areas of curtain wall. Sky
facing sealant joints (arrow) are
more vulnerable to moisture entry
as they age and become unadhered.
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Photograph #8
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
precast ledge intersecting the
arched areas of curtain wall. Top
surface of the precast ledge is
slightly back-sloped towards the
wall, which can increase standing
water conditions along the sealant
joint, at the bottom edge of the
curtain wall.

Photograph #9
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 2,
radial window head. Looking at
underside of the precast ledge
intersecting the arched areas of
curtain wall.
Rust and debris
observed in the weep holes (arrow)
positioned towards the outboard
edge.
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Photograph #10
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 3 floor
line, preformed brick panels above
the arch. Yellow lines depict the
edges of the preformed brick
panels. Arrow points towards a
vertical sealant joint between
panels that is compressed.

Photograph #11
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 3 floor
line, architectural inset in the
preformed brick panels. Sealant
knife inserted into unadhered
sealant at the perimeter of the shelf,
which is likely a point of water
infiltration behind the brick panels.
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Photograph #12
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 3 floor
line.
Pointing towards the
horizontal sealant joint between
brick panels. One weep tube exists
two courses above the panel edge
(arrow). The weep is plugged.

Photograph #13
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 3
window with weathered precast sill.
Arrow points towards one plugged
weep tube beneath the precast sill.

Photograph #14
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 4 floor
line joint between preformed brick
panel edges. Observed vertical
cracking (arrow), extending from
the top of the lower panel.
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Photograph #15
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 4
precast shelf transition at side of
curtain wall. Sealant knife inserted
into unadhered sky facing sealant
joint, which is likely a point of
water infiltration behind the brick
panels.

Photograph #16
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Close-up of
previous, which depicts exposed
folded end dam of the asphalt
impregnated copper flashing. The
flashing wraps under the precast,
and is extending through the sealant
joint at the end. The sealant knife
is inserted on the outboard side of
the end dam, and depicts a source
of water entry, at this and multiple
other window sills.
Photograph #17
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
preformed brick panel-to-EIFS
transition. A continuous horizontal
sealant joint exists between the top
of the preformed brick panel and
the EIFS, rather than a properly
integrated through-wall flashing.
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Photograph #18
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
curtain wall-to-EIFS transition.
Efflorescence and moisture stains
(arrows) observed on the curtain
wall frame, at the head.

Photograph #19
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
curtain wall-to-EIFS transition.
Trapped moisture, debris, and
efflorescence working its way out
of the horizontal sealant joint,
between prefinished metal head
flashing and the bottom edge of the
EIFS.

Photograph #20
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
curtain wall-to-EIFS transition.
Trapped moisture, debris, and
efflorescence (arrow) working its
way out of the horizontal sealant
joint, between prefinished metal
head flashing and the bottom edge
of the EIFS.
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Photograph #21
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Cracks (arrows) in the EIFS,
at the bottom edge of the inset
architectural
feature.
Also
observed evidence of ongoing
drainage over the bottom edge of
the next architectural inset to the
south (circled), likely the result of
ongoing drainage through the roof
overflow.

Photograph #22
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Central inset circle with
overflow scupper penetration. The
inset stainless steel overflow box
lacks perimeter flanges lapped with
the surrounding EIFS, and is fully
reliant upon sealant. The bottom
drip edge provides minimal
coverage over the edge of the EIFS.
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Photograph #23
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Central inset circle with
overflow
scupper
penetration.
Sealant knife inserted through the
unadhered sealant joint, at the
perimeter of the stainless steel
scupper.

Photograph #24
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Central inset circle with
overflow
scupper
penetration.
Sealant knife inserted between the
stainless steel drip edge and the top
of the EIFS, where minimal
weather coverage is provided.

Photograph #25
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Central inset circle with
overflow
scupper
penetration.
Sealant knife inserted between the
overflow plumbing and the
stainless steel overflow box.
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Photograph #26
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Top edge of EIFS is proud
of the bottom edge of the sheet
metal ledge flashing. Sealant knife
is inserted into an opening in the
coating, where water likely
infiltrates into the cladding.

Photograph #27
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Close-up of
previous photograph.

Photograph #28
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Tramex Moisture Encounter
reads high moisture in the EIFS,
directly beneath the ledge flashing
transition.
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Photograph #29
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Tramex Moisture Encounter
detecting high moisture, when
placed on the outer central plane of
the circular architectural feature.
Cracks observed, at the thin
transition point (arrow), appear to
be open to water intrusion.

Photograph #30
1991 Addition,
observation area
EIFS. Exposed
observed, where
damaged.

east elevation,
#12: Level 6
fiberglass mesh
the coating is

Photograph #31
1991 Addition, east elevation,
observation area #12: Level 6
EIFS. Step-down feature in the
upper ledge. Cracks were generally
observed in the EIFS, at several
corners and reveals (arrows).
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South Elevation 1948 Building, Observation Area #13

Observation Area #13
South Elevation 1948 Building
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over cast-in-place concrete or exposed cast in place concrete.
Wall
Cladding
/Wall
1. Roofing baseflashing is sealant reliant at various roof-to-wall transitions, and
Issues
may be susceptible to water entry, along with other flashing transitions.
Observed
Elevated moisture was detected in the single ply roof assemblies, on two roof
areas adjacent to the 1948 Building.
2. Various pipe penetrations through the wall are ganged and lack weather-tight
closure.
3. Cracks in the exposed concrete wall areas appear open to water entry.
4. The glazing putty on the original 1948 windows is deteriorated and missing in
areas. Glass may fall out of the window frames, if not addressed as soon as
possible.
5. Cracks in the EIFS are open to water entry.
6. Various sealant joints are unadhered and/or deteriorated.
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7. The joint between the EIFS and through-wall overflow scuppers is unsealed.
8. Lack of sheet metal cap flashing on the top surface of the concrete picture
frame, surrounding the window areas.
9. Organic debris build-up is blocking the scupper drains, on the lower and
upper single ply roofs.
Observation Area #13 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1948 Building, south elevation,
observation area #13.
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Photograph #2
1948 Building, south elevation,
observation area #13: Standing at
the northeast area of the lower 1991
Addition roof, looking northwest
towards the small section of 1948
Building roof and the roof-to-wall
transition.

Photograph #3
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation wall, observation area
#13: Single ply baseflashing is
terminated with term-bar over the
cast-in-place concrete bump-out
wall of the 1948 Building.

Photograph #4
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation wall, northeast corner,
observation area #13: Single ply
baseflashing is terminated with
term-bar (arrow), beneath the EIFS
on the 1948 Building and over the
sheet metal counterflashing on the
1991 Addition.
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Photograph #5
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation wall, northeast corner,
observation area #13: Sealant knife
inserted
into
an
unsealed
baseflashing corner, at the inside
corner of the wall.

Photograph #6
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation wall, observation area
#13: Scupper drain.

Photograph #7
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation cast-in-place concrete
bump-out wall, observation area
#13:
Sealant knife (circled)
inserted into an unsealed top edge
of the single ply baseflashing
membrane.
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Photograph #8
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation cast-in-place concrete
bump-out wall, where intersecting
EIFS cladding at the inside corner,
observation area #13: Areas of the
top edge of the single ply
baseflashing membrane appear to
lack a watertight seal, at inside
corners and/or where sealant is
unadhered.

Photograph #9
1948
Building,
roof-to-wall
transition at the northwest corner,
observation area #13: Multiple
wall penetrations (arrows) lack
water-tight seals. Note that coping
removal shown in the photo was
part of the roof evaluation work.

Photograph #10
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation cast-in-place concrete
bump-out wall, observation area
#13: Vertical cracks (arrows) in the
concrete appear susceptible to
water intrusion.
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Photograph #11
1948
Building,
roof-to-south
elevation cast-in-place concrete
bump-out wall, observation area
#13: Close-up of the previous
photograph.

Photograph #12
1948 Building, south lower roof
area, observation area #13: Tramex
Moisture Encounter (circled), set on
the surface of the single ply roof
assembly, reads high moisture
within the assembly. Destructive
testing would be required to verify.

Photograph #13
1948 Building, south lower roof
area, observation area #13: Closeup of the previous photograph.
Tramex Moisture Encounter, set on
the surface of the single ply roof
assembly, reads high moisture
within the assembly. Destructive
testing would be required to verify.
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Photograph #14
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 3 floor line, observation area
#13: Horizontal cracks (arrows)
extending through the cast-in-place
concrete of the picture framed
window areas. The cracks correlate
with the intersecting floor slabs
from the interior.
The picture
framed window areas do not
include exterior insulation, as do
the remaining wall areas.
Photograph #15
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 3 floor line, observation area
#13:
Close-up of previous
photograph.
Horizontal cracks
extending through the cast-in-place
concrete of the picture framed
window areas. The cracks correlate
with the intersecting floor slabs
from the interior.

Photograph #16
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 2, observation area #13:
Multiple pipes penetrating the wall
at the same location. This type of
ganged penetration is susceptible to
water intrusion.
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Photograph #17
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 3, observation area #13: What
appears to be an original steel
framed window, with glazing putty
securing the glass.

Photograph #18
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 3, observation area #13: What
appears to be an original steel
framed window, with glazing putty
securing the glass. The existing
sealant is unadhered in areas, and
the cast-in-place concrete trim at
the jamb overlaps the edge of the
window frame.

Photograph #19
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 3, observation area #13: What
appears to be an original steel
framed window, with glazing putty
securing the glass. The existing
sealant is unadhered in areas, and
the cast-in-place concrete head
overlaps the edge of the window
frame.
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Photograph #20
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 4, observation area #13: A
horizontal crack (arrow) extends
through the EIFS cladding, between
picture framed window areas.

Photograph #21
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13: A
newer aluminum framed window.

Photograph #22
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13:
Close-up of previous: The newer
window lacks a continuous exterior
sealant joint with backer rod.
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Photograph #23
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13:
Same location as the previous two
photographs: Pointing towards a
modified trim piece. The existing
concrete trim, on several rough
openings, was likely modified to
accommodate new windows.

Photograph #24
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13: The
top surface of the cast-in-place
concrete picture frame is positively
sloped towards the exterior.

Photograph #25
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 6, observation area #13: The
level 6 picture framed window
areas were reportedly in-filled with
CMU exterior wall assemblies and
new windows, during the 1991
Addition work.
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Photograph #26
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 6, observation area #13:
Deteriorated perimeter sealant joint
of the level 6 cell windows.

Photograph #27
1948 Building, south elevation,
upper
perimeter
parapet,
observation area #13: Round sheet
metal
through-wall
overflow
scupper. EIFS-to-overflow scupper
transition lacks sealant and backer
rod. The existing sealant fillet is
unadhered, where the sealant knife
is inserted.
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Photograph #28
1948 Building, west elevation of
the bump-out wall, at the upper
parapet, observation area #13:
Through-wall overflow scupper,
sealed at the perimeter with a fillet
of sealant.

Photograph #29
1948 Building, bump-out roof
covering the level 4 interior space,
observation area #13: Roof-tosouth elevation wall transition is
reliant upon termination bar and
sealant, and appears prone to water
intrusion at several areas, especially
inside corners.
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Photograph #30
1948 Building, bump-out roof
covering the level 4 interior space,
observation area #13: Roof-tosouth elevation wall transition is
reliant upon termination bar and
sealant, and appears prone to water
intrusion at several areas, especially
inside corners.
Sealant knife
inserted through unadhered sealant,
between the top of the single ply
baseflashing membrane and bottom
of the EIFS.
Photograph #31
1948 Building, bump-out roof
covering the level 4 interior space,
observation area #13: Roof-tosouth elevation wall transition is
reliant upon termination bar and
sealant, and appears prone to water
intrusion at several areas, especially
inside corners.
Sealant knife
(circled)
inserted
through
unadhered sealant, where the
exposed cast-in-place concrete
parapet intersects the EIFS.
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Photograph #32
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13:
Newer aluminum framed window.
The original concrete trim appears
to have been modified to
accommodate installation of the
newer window.

Photograph #33
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13:
Close-up of previous photograph,
pointing towards a crack in the
exterior sill transition that appears
susceptible to water entry.
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Photograph #34
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13:
Older conduit penetrating the newer
application of EIFS. Rather than
relocating or demolishing the
conduit, it was left in place when
the EIFS was installed.

Photograph #35
1948 Building, south elevation,
level 5, observation area #13:
Unadhered sealant applied around
the electrical boxes.
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Photograph #36
1948 Building, bump-out roof
covering the level 4 interior space,
observation area #13:
East
perimeter scupper drain is blocked,
with organic debris and dirt buildup.

Photograph #37
1948 Building, bump-out roof
covering the level 4 interior space,
observation area #13: Close-up of
previous photograph, temporarily
pulling away the drain grate.

Photograph #38
1948 Building, east elevation of the
bump-out wall, observation area
#13: Looking over the perimeter
parapet and down the wall. The
scupper drain, on the inboard side
of the wall, appears to be tight-lined
to internal plumbing.
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Photograph #39
1948 Building, bump-out roof
covering the level 4 interior space,
observation area #13:
Tramex
Moisture Encounter, set on the
surface of the single ply roof
assembly, reads high moisture
within the assembly. Destructive
testing would be required to verify.
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West Elevation 1948 Building, Observation Area #14

Observation Area #14
West Elevation 1948 Building
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over cast-in-place concrete or exposed cast in place concrete.
Wall
Cladding
/Wall
1. Pipes penetrating the perimeter coping metal are susceptible to water entry.
Issues
2. Pipe penetrations in the EIFS are open to water entry.
Observed
3. Parapet-to-wall and bridge structure-to-wall transitions lack mechanical
transition flashings, and are sealant dependant.
4. Unistrut penetrations in the EIFS are open to water entry.
5. Exposed mesh, observed at the base of the EIFS, due to insufficient
embedment in the back-wrapped base coat.
6. Punctures observed in the EIFS.
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Observation Area #14 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition: At the north end
of what was the original entrance
roof, looking south.

Photograph #2
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall
transition:
Pipe
penetrations through the north
coping metal.
Sealant knife
inserted into unadhered sealant.

Photograph #3
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition:
Tramex
Moisture Encounter, set on single
ply roofing, measures high moisture
in the roof assembly.
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Photograph #4
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition:
Close-up of
previous photograph.

Photograph #5
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall
transition:
Pipe
penetrations (arrows) through the
EIFS are open to water entry.

Photograph #6
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition:
Close-up of
previous photograph, with sealant
knife inserted into open gap
between EIFS and pipe.
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Photograph #7
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition:
Northeast
corner, where coping-to-wall and
coping-to-concrete bridge support
lack soldered saddles and transition
flashings, and are reliant upon
sealant.

Photograph #8
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition: Standing water
on the low slope roof surface.
Unistrut pipe supports penetrating
the EIFS appear vulnerable to water
entry.

Photograph #9
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition:
Close-up of
previous photograph.
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Photograph #10
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition: What appears to
be original standing seam sheet
metal counterflashing, at the roofto-wall transition.

Photograph #11
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall transition: Exposed areas of
reinforcing mesh on the bottom
edge of the EIFS, which is typically
the result of improper embedment
of reinforcing mesh.

Photograph #12
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #14, level 2 roofto-wall
transition:
Damaged/punctured EIFS (circled).
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West Elevation 1948 Building, Observation Area #15

Observation Area #15
West Elevation 1948 Building
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over cast-in-place concrete or exposed cast in place concrete.
Wall
Cladding
/Wall
1. Roofing baseflashing is sealant reliant at various roof-to-wall transitions, and
Issues
may be susceptible to water entry, along with other flashing transitions.
Observed
Elevated moisture was detected in the single ply roof assemblies, on two roof
areas adjacent to the 1948 Building.
2. Various pipe penetrations through the wall are ganged and lack weather-tight
closure.
3. Cracks in the exposed concrete wall areas appear open to water entry.
4. The glazing putty on the original 1948 windows is deteriorated and missing in
areas. Glass may fall out of the window frames, if not addressed as soon as
possible.
5. Cracks in the EIFS are open to water entry.
6. Various sealant joints are unadhered and/or deteriorated.
7. The joint between the EIFS and through-wall overflow scuppers is unsealed.
8. Lack of sheet metal cap flashing on the top surface of the concrete picture
frame, surrounding the window areas.
9. Organic debris build-up is blocking the scupper drains, on the lower and
upper single ply roofs.
10. Sheet metal overhead door housing lacks positive water shedding slope away
from the building.
11. A plastic vent penetration lacks a weather-tight seal.
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Observation Area #15 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, levels 1
through 6.

Photograph #2
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, basement
through level 4.
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Photograph #3
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 2
elevator tower/bridge access wall:
Dirt and debris collection on the
step out ledge, on the north
elevation.

Photograph #4
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 3: Vent
cap lacks a weather-proof seal.

Photograph #5
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 3:
Large crack in cast-in-place
concrete wall at window head.
Note the direct applied coating,
within the picture framed window
area, matches the adjacent EIFS.
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Photograph #6
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4:
Typical original steel framed
window with deteriorated glazing
putty. Note crack in the concrete
sill (arrow).

Photograph #7
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4:
Close-up of concrete sill crack
depicted
in
the
previous
photograph.
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Photograph #8
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 5:
Close-up of original window jamb,
with lack of continuous sealant
application.

Photograph #9
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 5:
Cracks (arrows) in the top run of
cast-in place concrete trim, picture
framing the window area.

Photograph #10
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 5: Top
of cast-in-place concrete trim, with
dirt residue and moss. The top
surface does include positive slope
to drain.
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Photograph #11
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 6
window.

Photograph #12
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 6:
Observed crack in cast-in-place
concrete
trim,
extending
horizontally beneath the windows.
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Photograph #13
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4
elevator shaft roof.

Photograph #14
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4
elevator shaft roof:
Tramex
Moisture Encounter, set on single
ply roof surface, measures high
moisture.

Photograph #15
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4
elevator shaft roof:
Tramex
Moisture Encounter, set on single
ply roof surface, measures high
moisture.
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Photograph #16
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4
elevator shaft roof: Single ply
baseflashing
at
roof-to-wall
transition lacks counterflashing,
and is reliant on sealant and
termination bar. Water appears to
be infiltrating the roof assembly.

Photograph #17
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 4
elevator shaft roof: Single ply
baseflashing
at
roof-to-wall
transition lacks counterflashing,
and is reliant on sealant and
termination bar. Water appears to
be infiltrating the roof assembly.
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Photograph #18
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 2:
Newer aluminum framed windows.
The rough opening has been
modified to accommodate new
windows.

Photograph #19
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, level 1:
Debris and moss on horizontal castin-place concrete trim.
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Photograph #20
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, basement:
Top surface of the overhead door
housing slopes toward the wall and
towards the small sheet metal
flashing that laps behind the EIFS.

Photograph #21
1948 Building, west elevation,
observation area #15, basement:
Sheet metal casements and hoods,
penetrating the wall, are sealant
dependant and lack transition
flashings integrated with the EIFS.
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North and West Elevations 1972 Addition, Observation Area #16

Observation Area #16
North and West Elevations 1972 Addition
Wall
Area
Observed
Barrier EIFS over cast-in-place concrete, prefabricated concrete panels, aluminum
Wall
Cladding framed windows.
/Wall
1. Lack of pan flashings observed at window sills. We understand there has
Issues
been no reported leakage at these windows.
Observed
2. Unadhered and deteriorated sealant joints.
3. Lack of sheet metal flashing cap, on the top sloped surfaces of the EIFS bump
out near the top of the wall. Cracks in the sloped EIFS surface are susceptible
to water entry.
4. Lack of sufficient flashing coverage, over the wood nailers on the outboard
side of the perimeter parapet.
5. Open holes/punctures observed in the EIFS.
6. Exposed reinforcing mesh observed in the EIFS.
7. Extruded aluminum window frames lack aluminum end closures at the ends,
which are necessary to provide a continuous substrate for perimeter sealant
adhesion.
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Observation Area #16 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1.

Photograph #2
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Typical window penetration.
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Photograph #3
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Typical
window
penetration.
Window lacks secondary pan
flashings at the sill, although no
leakage has been reported.

Photograph #4
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Typical
window
penetration.
Unadhered and deteriorated sealant
joint at the jamb.

Photograph #5
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Typical
window
penetration.
Close-up, depicting the deteriorated
sealant joint condition.
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Photograph #6
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Typical window penetration. Lack
of sealant adhesion, where the end
of the extruded aluminum frame
lacks an end closure.

Photograph #7
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Lower vent penetration, with
unadhered perimeter sealant.

Photograph #8
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1: Open
crack in the sloped top surface of
the EIFS bump-out, just below the
perimeter coping metal. The EIFS
bump-out transition would be better
served with a sheet metal cap
flashing, wrapping the top sloped
surface.
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Photograph #9
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1: Top
surface of the EIFS bump out.
Observed exposed mesh (arrow),
where the top coat and base coat
have worn through.

Photograph #10
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Outboard side of the perimeter
parapet/top of wall. Sealant knife is
inserted between the wood nailer
and the top of the cast-in-place
concrete wall, because of a lack of
sufficient flashing coverage over
and beyond the nailer joint.
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Photograph #11
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Close-up of previous photograph.

Photograph #12
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, levels 1:
Open puncture through the surface
of the EIFS. Note the sealant knife
has been inserted to clearly show
the opening.
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Photograph #13
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Transition between the 1991
Addition brick veneer, which
covers over the east end of the 1972
Addition wall.

Photograph #14
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Transition between the 1991
Addition brick veneer, which
covers over the east end of the 1972
Addition wall. 1” sealant joint.
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Photograph #15
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Close-up of deteriorated sealant
joint.

Photograph #16
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Vertical cracks (arrows) observed
at the edges of an in-filled area of
the cast-in-place concrete wall, at
the north elevation.

Photograph #17
1972 Addition, north elevation,
observation area #16, level 1:
Close-up of cracks depicted in the
previous photograph.
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Photograph #18
1972 Addition, west elevation,
observation area #16, level 1 and
basement.

Photograph #19
1972 Addition, west elevation,
observation area #16, levels 1 and
basement:
Pointing towards
hairline cracks in the cast-in-place
concrete wall.

Photograph #20
1972 Addition, west elevation,
observation area #16, levels 1 and
basement: Close-up of previous
photograph.
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Photograph #21
1972 Addition, west elevation,
observation area #16, levels 1 and
basement: Sealant knife inserted
into unadhered and deteriorated
sealant joint, between the fin
components of the precast concrete
wall panels.
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EXHIBIT C
Water Testing and Destructive Testing of Exterior Walls
Water testing, along with related interior openings of the exterior walls, was performed on
October 25, October 26, November 1, and November 2, 2014.
Additional destructive testing of the exterior walls was performed on November 8 and November
9, 2014, and included openings made from both the interior and exterior sides.
The initial numerical order for review areas presented on Wetherholt and Associates’
Preliminary Water Testing Areas and Related Destructive Testing Scope, utilized during the
investigation, may not correlate with the numerical/alphabetical order depicted in this report, as
they may have been altered during the site work.
The building floor plans included with this report primarily depict locations in the exterior walls
where openings were performed from the interior and exterior sides. Several of the wall
openings were performed in conjunction with water testing, to gain a better understanding of
water infiltration and leakage.
Within the key floor plans, opening locations highlighted in blue depict openings from both the
interior and exterior sides of the walls, occurring simultaneously with water testing.
Orange highlighted openings were performed from the interior sides of the walls, with no water
testing.
Yellow highlighted openings were performed from the exterior sides of the walls, with no water
testing.
All exterior openings are numerically labeled, and all interior openings are alphabetically
labeled.
More specific information and related photographs pertaining to individual water tests and
destructive openings are included in this report, after the key floor plans.
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Courthouse Floor 3
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Courthouse Floor 5
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Water Test #1, East Elevation 1991 Addition

Water Test #1
Test Area
Test
Mechanism
Test Duration
Water
Intrusion

East elevation, 1991 Addition, levels 1 through 6
Spray rack
Spray rack positioned at level 4 floor line for approximately 1 hour. Spray rack
positioned near top of wall for approximately 2 hours.
Yes. Water migrated into the wall cavities on all floor levels within approximately 5 to
10 minutes of initiating tests. When spraying water at the top of the wall, water was
cascading down from the 6th floor to the below grade foundation cavity, with increasing
intensity as testing continued.

Water Test #1 Destructive Testing Spreadsheet
Opening Location

Comments

WT1-A (Level 2)

Inboard gypsum board sheathing, wrapping the concrete column, was wet
from back splash. Copper flashings at level 2 floor line, arch transition, and
wrapping the circular window lack continuity. Cementitious water diverters,
installed on the top surface of the brick arch, did not appear to properly
direct water towards functional weeps.
Copper flashing lacks continuity.
Lack of continuous batt insulation observed in the cavity. Window head
flashings lack end dams.
Copper flashing lacks continuity.
Copper flashing lacks continuity.
Bottom edge of EIFS lacks proper back wrap of base coat and embedded
mesh. Water observed migrating down the edge of the level 6 floor slab
during exterior spray.

WT1-B (Level 3 Low)
WT1-C (Level 3 High)
WT1-D (Level 4 Low)
WT1-E (Level 5 Low)
WT1-F (Level 5 High)
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WT1-G
Area)

(Level

Page 6

1

Mid Water migrating down the interior side of the exterior cladding, from levels
2 through 6, collects in the below grade cavity or ‘moat’. Lack of throughwall flashing transitions, between the architectural precast and the bottom of
the preformed brick panels and the top of the site formed brick veneer (level
1 exterior walls).
WT1-1 (Level 6 EIFS)
Moisture stains observed on exterior gypsum board sheathing.
WT1-2 (Level 6 EIFS)
EPS insulation is saturated, and moisture observed on exterior gypsum board
sheathing.
WT1-3 (Level 6 EIFS)
High moisture in EPS insulation and organic growth observed on the surface
of the exterior gypsum board sheathing.

Water Test #1 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Water Test Area #1, 1991 Addition,
east elevation:
Spray rack
positioned at the 4th floor line and
allowed to spray for approximately
1 hour.
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Photograph #2
Water Test Area #1, 1991 Addition,
east elevation:
Spray rack
positioned at the top of the wall and
allowed to spray for approximately
1½ hours.

Photograph #3
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-A, 1991 Addition Building,
east exterior wall, level 2.
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Photograph #4
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-A, 1991 Addition Building,
east exterior wall, level 2: Looking
south over the top of the circular
window, with the edge of the level
3 floor slab above. The circular
window is wrapped with flanged
copper flashing. Water (arrow) is
migrating through the rock wool
filling the gap, between the
concrete slab and top of the
preformed brick panel that forms
the arch.

Photograph #5
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-A, 1991 Addition Building,
east exterior wall, level 2: Looking
south towards the underside of the
circular window, with the edge of
the level 2 floor slab below. The
slab edge is covered with pieces of
copper flashing fashioned with
back-stops. The outboard flashing
leg appears to extend between the
bottom of the prefabricated brick
panel and top of the precast
architectural
feature.However,
continuous sealant on the outboard
joint blocks weepage.
Water
(arrow) is dripping off of the
circular window (circle) flashing
onto the copper edge flashing,
splashing back onto the inboard
sheet rock.
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Photograph #6
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-A, 1991 Addition Building,
east exterior wall, level 2: Close-up
of previous. Note water flowing off
of bottom of circular window
(arrow).

Photograph #7
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-A, 1991 Addition Building,
east exterior wall, level 2: Looking
north over the arch.

Photograph #8
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-A, 1991 Addition Building,
east exterior wall, level 2:
Cementitious diverters on top of
arch, directing water towards weeps
near the outboard sides, which for
the most part, appear nonfunctional.
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Photograph #9
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line:
Opening through interior gypsum
board sheathing beneath window.

Photograph #10
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line: Water
intrusion at the corner of the asphalt
impregnated sill flashing, after
approximately 10 minutes of spray.
Note sheet metal diverters pinned to
the inboard face of the preformed
brick panels. Diverters do not
properly integrate with brick weeps,
or weeps are plugged.
Photograph #11
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line: Back
dam of the copper flashing (arrow)
at the slab edge lacks continuity, at
embedded connectors.
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Photograph #12
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line:
Looking up at the asphalt
impregnated paper backing of the
copper flashing, forming the pan
for the window sill.
Water
intrusion observed on the inboard
side, at an anchor point.

Photograph #13
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line: Looking
north towards another window
penetration.
Note lack of
continuity of copper flashing, at the
slab edge to window flashing.
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Photograph #14
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line: Looking
down at water filling the horizontal
metal track (arrow), at the base in
the inboard metal wall. The vapor
retarder was preventing water from
migrating into the interior gypsum
board sheathing, during the water
test.
Photograph #15
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-B, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the floor line: Holding
the foil faced vapor retarder.

Photograph #16
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-C, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the ceiling line:
Exterior wall opening above the
ceiling tile level.
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Photograph #17
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-C, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the ceiling line: Water
streaming down the inboard face of
the preformed brick panel during
water test (arrow). Note lack of
continuous batt insulation with the
wall cavity.

Photograph #18
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-C, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #3012 east exterior wall,
level 3 near the ceiling line:
Looking into cavity in south
direction. Manufacturer supplied
head flashing over the window
includes a back-stop, but lacks end
dams (arrow).
Note lack of
insulation in the cavity.

Photograph #19
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-D, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #4005 east exterior wall,
level 4 near the floor line.
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Photograph #20
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-D, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #4005 east exterior wall,
level 4 near the floor line: Water
was migrating down the interior
face of the brick from the floor
above. Copper flashing at slab
edge lacks continuity at steel
connectors
and
window
penetrations.

Photograph #21
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-D, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #4005 east exterior wall,
level 4 near the floor line: Water
was migrating down the interior
face of the brick from the floor
above. Galvanized steel diverter
flashings (arrow) are filled with
debris, and are generally nonfunctional.

Photograph #22
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-D, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #4005 east exterior wall,
level 4 near the floor line: Copper
flashing at slab edge lacks
continuity at steel connectors and
window penetrations.
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Photograph #23
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-E, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the floor line.

Photograph #24
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-E, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the floor line: Pulling
back insulation reveals water
migration down the back of the
preformed brick panels, shortly
after exterior spray began.
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Photograph #25
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-F, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the ceiling.

Photograph #26
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-F, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the ceiling: Looking
up towards the top of the
prefabricated brick panel and the
bottom of the steel framing
supporting the EIFS. Note bottom
edge of EIFS (arrow) lacks proper
back-wrap of base coat and
embedded mesh.
Photograph #27
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-F, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the ceiling: Looking
up towards the top of the
prefabricated brick panel, with
water streaming down the inboard
face. Remnants of batt insulation,
which was tight to the interior side
of the prefabricated brick panel.
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Photograph #28
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-F, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the ceiling: Surface
corrosion observed on the steel
connector for the prefabricated
brick panel.

Photograph #29
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-F, 1991 Addition Building,
Room #5013-C east exterior wall,
level 5 near the ceiling: Wetting
(arrow) observed on the outboard
face of the level 6 floor slab during
exterior spray.
Also observed
multiple moisture marks directly
above.

Photograph #30
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1: Note this photo
provides a context view of the
exterior, and not actual water
testing in progress.
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Photograph #31
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1.
Context view

Photograph #32
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1.
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Photograph #33
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1:
Water rapidly
streaming (arrow) into the cavity
from the level 2 wall cavity above.
Most of the batt insulation had
fallen away from between the studs
prior to accessing the wall cavity.
The steel framed stud wall to the
right supports brick veneer and
WRB on the outboard side.

Photograph #34
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1:
Water rapidly
streaming (arrow) down the inboard
side of the exterior gypsum
sheathing, and into the below grade
foundation cavity. Water likely
dissipates into the ground at this
point.
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Photograph #35
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1: Looking down into
the below grade foundation cavity
or ‘moat’ where water collects, and
appears to dissipate into the ground.

Photograph #36
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1: Looking up towards
the level 2 slab edge and copper
flashing, which appears to extend
between the top of the architectural
precast feature and the bottom of
the preformed brick panel. A cutout (arrow) in the flashing at a
structural connector, allows water
to migrate from the level 2 wall
cavity to level 1.
Photograph #37
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1: Close-up of previous
photograph. Arrow points towards
water migration through the cut out
in the copper flashing at the
connector.
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Photograph #38
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1: In the wall cavity
looking up at the sloped copper
flashing beneath the sloped sides of
the architectural precast.
The
flashing appears to direct water to
the wall side, between the brick
veneer and framed sub-wall.

Photograph #39
Water test #1, interior opening
WT1-G, 1991 Addition Building,
Council Chambers, east exterior
wall, level 1: In the wall cavity
looking down into the below-grade
‘moat’ which appears to capture
water migrating down the exterior
wall from levels 2 through 6.
Same location as photo #35.
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Photograph #40
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-1, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6.

Photograph #41
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-1, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6:
Moisture stains (arrow) observed
on exterior gypsum board sheathing
upon removal of the EPS
insulation. EIFS is adhered to a
mechanically attached metal lath.
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Photograph #42
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-2, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6.

Photograph #43
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-2, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6:
Squeezing water out of moisture
saturated EPS insulation. Arrow
points to water dripping out of the
insulation.
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Photograph #44
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-2, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6:
Moisture (arrow) observed on the
exterior gypsum board sheathing.

Photograph #45
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-3, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6.
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Photograph #46
Water test #1, exterior EIFS
opening WT1-3, 1991 Addition
Building, east exterior wall, level 6:
High moisture detected in EPS
insulation, when probing with a
Delmhorst Moisture Meter B-2100,
reading 20.4%. Also note fungal
growth (arrow) on surface of
exterior gypsum board sheathing.
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Water Test #2, South Elevation 1948 Building, Lower Roof-to-Wall Transition

Water Test #2
Test Area
Test
Mechanism
Test Duration
Water
Intrusion

South elevation, 1991 Addition, lower roof-to-wall transition
Monarch spray nozzle
Tested various flashing transitions for 15 minutes each, incrementally working from a
low point upward.
Yes. After approximately two minutes of testing, a slow drip of water was observed
migrating through a crack in the cast-in-place concrete slab, from room #1073.

Water Test #2 Destructive Testing Spreadsheet
No destructive testing performed.
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Water Test #2 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower roof-to-wall transition: The
south exterior wall is cast-in-place
concrete covered with EIFS. The
TPO roof was installed within the
past two years.

Photograph #2
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower
roof-to-wall
transition:
Initial testing included Monarch
nozzle water spray towards the
single ply baseflashing-to-EIFS
transition. The top edge of the
baseflashing is detailed with
termination bar and sealant, and
lacks metal counterflashing cover.
After ~2 minutes of spray, a slow
water drip appeared in a crack in
the ceiling slab viewed from Room
#1073.
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Photograph #3
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower
roof-to-wall
transition:
Spraying water over the unistrut
and pipe penetrations through the
EIFS, at the parapet-to-wall
transition, did not alter the slow
drip rate that began with the
previous area of spray.

Photograph #4
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower
roof-to-wall
transition:
Spraying water towards the roof-towall transition, approximately 15
feet to the east of the previous two
spray areas, resulted in no change
in water intrusion rate.

Photograph #5
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower
roof-to-wall
transition:
Spraying water towards a vertical
crack in the EIFS corner, at the
parapet-to-wall transition, resulted
in no change in water intrusion rate.
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Photograph #6
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower
roof-to-wall
transition:
Spraying water towards ganged
pipe penetration through the EIFS
resulted in no change in water
intrusion rate.

Photograph #7
Water test #2, 1948 Building, south
lower roof-to-wall transition: Level
one interior, Room #1073, looking
up at the underside of the roof slab.
Crack appears to be a long term
area of slow leakage. A small drip
was observed in the crack after
approximately 2 minutes of spray at
the initial spray area.
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Water Test #3, South Elevation 1991 Addition

Water Test #3
Test Area
Test
Mechanism
Test Duration
Water
Intrusion

South elevation, 1991 Addition, levels 1 through 6
Spray rack
Spray rack positioned at level 4 floor line for approximately 1 hour. Spray rack
positioned near top of wall for approximately 1 hour.
Yes. Water migrated into the wall cavities on all floor levels within approximately 10 to
15 minutes of initiating tests. When spraying the top of the wall, water was migrating
down from the 6th floor to the below grade foundation cavity (between the level 1
weather resistant barrier and brick veneer). Water from behind the wall was able to
migrate back to the exterior through unintended holes in the brick cladding. Curtain wall
leakage was observed in Room #3037, level 3, when water spray occurred at the top of
the wall.

Water Test #3 Destructive Testing Spreadsheet
Opening Location
WT3-A (Level 1 Low)

WT3-B (Level 2 Low)

Comments
Less water was observed migrating into the footing cavity than observed
during WT1. Water from the level 2 wall cavity migrates down between the
exterior WRB of the framed wall and the brick veneer, which does not
appear to weep at the base. Relatively small areas of moisture penetration
were observed.
Relatively dry in the curtain wall cavity.
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WT3-C (Level 2 Low)

WT3-D (Level 3 Low)
WT3-E (Level 3 Low)
WT3-F (Level 3 High)
WT3-G (Level 4 Low)

WT3-H (Level 5 Low)
WT3-I (Level 5 High)

WT3-1 (Level 6 EIFS)
WT3-2 (Level 6 EIFS)

Page 31

Water rapidly streaming down outboard side of the arch appears to be
migrating down from wall cavities in the levels above. Some water
migrating out of spalled brick at the bottom of the arch, where intersecting
the sloped surface of the architectural precast feature.
Copper edge flashing lacks end dam, where intersecting the side of the
curtain wall.
Water migrating onto the slab edge and possibly the interior space.
Asphalt impregnated copper pan flashings are leaking. Water appears to be
migrating down from the upper level wall cavities.
Batt insulation is tight against the back side of the preformed brick panels
and wetted due to moisture intrusion. Copper flashing at slab edge lacks
continuity.
Discontinuous copper flashing lacks end dams. Batt insulation is tight to the
back side of the preformed brick panel. Widespread efflorescence.
Extensive efflorescence on back of brick panels. Water intrusion appears to
be occurring at the EIFS cladding, as well as the brick panels, and migrating
downward.
Moisture stains and fungal growth observed on the exterior gypsum board
sheathing.
Moisture stains and fungal growth observed on the exterior gypsum board
sheathing. EIFS lacks proper backwrap at brick panel joint. Open cell
backer rod was saturated. High moisture detected in the exterior gypsum
board sheathing.

Water Test #3 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Water Test Area #3, 1991 Addition,
south elevation:
Spray rack
th
positioned at the 4 floor line, and
allowed to spray for approximately
1 hour.
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Photograph #2
Water Test Area #3, 1991 Addition,
south elevation:
Spray rack
positioned at the top of the wall,
and allowed to spray for
approximately 1 hour.

Photograph #3
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1.
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Photograph #4
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1: Closeup of vapor retarder which appears
relatively clean and dry.

Photograph #5
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1: Looking
into the below grade foundation
cavity.

Photograph #6
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1: Looking
into the below grade foundation
cavity, ~30” deep.
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Photograph #7
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical
room,
level
1:
Destructive opening in the east
perimeter
exterior
gypsum
sheathing of the bump-out cavity
reveals asphalt saturated WRB and
site built brick veneer.

Photograph #8
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1: Same
location as depicted in the previous
photograph. Dye was injected into
the level 2 arch cavity during
exterior water spray.
Water
appeared to be migrating between
the WRB and brick veneer from the
cavity above. However, no weeps
were observed at the base of the
brick veneer.
Photograph #9
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical
room,
level
1:
Moisture (arrow) migrating under
the bottom edge of the gypsum
sheathing, during exterior water
spray.
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Photograph #10
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1: West
bump-out wall corner, with water
beginning to saturate through the
exterior gypsum sheathing where
the Delmhorst probes are inserted,
measuring 27.3%, which is
considered high moisture.

Photograph #11
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-A, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of the
mechanical room, level 1: Looking
up at the sloped copper flashing
installed beneath the sloped sides of
the architectural precast feature.
The sloped flashing appears to
dump water over the frame wall,
between the WRB and brick
veneer, with no way for the water
to weep out at the base.
Photograph #12
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-B, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the arched curtain
wall.
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Photograph #13
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-B, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the arched curtain
wall.
Pulling back the vapor
retarder reveals relatively dry
conditions in the curtain wall cavity
during exterior spray.

Photograph #14
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Vapor retarder and batt
insulation were dry.

Photograph #15
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Vapor retarder and batt
insulation were dry.
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Photograph #16
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Looking eastward in the
cavity, up the arch. Water is
rapidly streaming down the
outboard side of the arch, and
appears to be weeping out from
areas of spalled/broken brick at the
ends of the arch. Weeps installed
toward the ends of the cementitious
diverters do not appear to be
functional.

Photograph #17
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Looking eastward in the
cavity, up at the arch.
Batt
insulation, which has fallen away
from between the metal studs on
the inboard side of the cavity.
Arrow points towards stream of
water migrating down the arch.
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Photograph #18
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Exterior view of the arch
to architectural precast transition
during exterior spray testing.

Photograph #19
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Exterior view of the arch
to architectural precast transition
during exterior spray testing. Hand
sticking out of the open gap
between the top of the arched
curtain wall and the arched portion
of the preformed brick panel, where
intersecting the sloped surface of
the architectural precast feature.
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Photograph #20
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Yellow dye injected into
the water stream on the arch, to
verify where some of the water
migrates back out to the exterior.

Photograph #21
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Exterior view of previous
photo, depicting dyed water (arrow)
migrating
out
through
spalled/cracked
brick,
where
intersecting the sloped side of the
architecture precast.

Photograph #22
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window:
Close-up of previous
photograph. Note broken/cracked
brick is now allowing some water
to escape the wall cavity.
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Photograph #23
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-C, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #2057,
level 2 beneath the circular
window: Interior wall cavity view
where the arch intersects the
architectural precast.
Water is
migrating back out to the exterior,
but also migrating down between
the level 1 brick veneer and the
WRB, where it appears to be unable
to weep out.
Photograph #24
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-D, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below and just to the left of
the window:

Photograph #25
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-D, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below and just to the left of
the window (outlined in yellow).
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Photograph #26
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-D, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below and just to the left of
the window (outlined in yellow
above): Lack of gap between areas
of the batt insulation and the
inboard surface of the preformed
brick
panel.
Efflorescence
observed on steel diverter, attached
to the inboard side of the brick
panel. Moisture was also observed
migrating down the back side of the
brick, during exterior water spray.

Photograph #27
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-D, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below and just to the left of
the window:
Removal of batt
insulation reveals edge of slab
copper flashing, that lacks an end
dam where intersecting the side of
the curtain wall.
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Photograph #28
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-D, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below and just to the left of
the window: Water streaming into
the surface mounted diverter, which
is not a functional method of
directing water back to the exterior.
Wall fills the diverter and flows
over or bypasses the diverter all
together. Note surface corrosion on
the steel connector (arrow) for the
preformed brick panels.
Photograph #29
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-E, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below the window: Vapor
retarder appears dry and clean.

Photograph #30
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-E, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below the window:
Removal of batt insulation reveals
rock wool installed directly to the
back side of the spandrel panel.
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Photograph #31
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-E, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
level 3 below the window: Water
migration (arrow) onto the slab
edge, due to leakage in the curtain
wall and exterior cladding. Water
on the slab edge can migrate
inboard toward the interior space.

Photograph #32
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-F, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
ceiling level.

Photograph #33
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-F, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
ceiling level:
Water rapidly
streaming down the back side of the
preformed brick panel at a steel
connector, during exterior water
spray. Note areas of efflorescence,
typically an indicator of long term
moisture issues.
Inset brick
picture-frames the vertical window.
Note daylight (arrow) between
brick and window head flashing,
which lacks end dams.
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Photograph #34
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-F, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
ceiling level: Close-up of head
flashing, which lacks end dams
(arrow).

Photograph #35
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-F, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
ceiling level: Looking up at asphalt
impregnated copper pan flashing,
wrapping the precast stone cap at
the step in the curtain wall.
Leakage observed during exterior
spray testing (arrows).
Note
extensive efflorescence.
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Photograph #36
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
curtain wall: Rapid water intrusion
occurred at the curtain wall, a few
minutes after the spray rack was
relocated to the top of the exterior
wall.

Photograph #37
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
curtain wall: Rapid water intrusion
occurred at the curtain wall, a few
minutes after the spray rack was
relocated to the top of the exterior
wall.
Water pooling on the
horizontal framing membrane of
the spandrel, just beneath the
window.
Photograph #38
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #3037,
curtain wall: Rapid water intrusion
occurred at the curtain wall, a few
minutes after the spray rack was
relocated to the top of the exterior
wall.
Water (arrow) migrating
down the spandrel panel appears to
be related to a problematic seal in
the curtain wall.
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Photograph #39
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-G, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #4032,
level 4.

Photograph #40
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-G, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #4032,
level 4: Rapid water entry on back
side of preformed brick panels,
during exterior water spray at the
top of the wall. Batt insulation is
tight to brick and absorbing
moisture.
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Photograph #41
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-G, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #4032,
level 4: Looking eastward. Rapid
water entry on back side of
preformed brick panels, during
exterior water spray at the top of
the wall. Batt insulation is tight to
brick and absorbing moisture. Note
water diverters, attached to the back
side of the brick, are overflowing
onto the copper flashing wrapping
over the slab edge.

Photograph #42
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-G, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #4032,
level 4: Looking westward. Rapid
water entry on back side of
preformed brick panels, during
exterior water spray at the top of
the wall. Batt insulation is tight to
brick and absorbing moisture.
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Photograph #43
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-G, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room #4032,
level 4:
Copper flashing is
discontinuous at prefabricated brick
panel connectors, which allows
water to migrate down to lower
level wall cavities.

Photograph #44
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-H, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5.

Photograph #45
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-H, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5: Looking west.
Water streaming down the inboard
side of the brick panel, during
exterior water spray at the top of
the wall. Note batt insulation tight
against the back of the brick panel
and widespread efflorescence.
Also, note the lack of an end dam at
the end of the copper edge flashing.
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Photograph #46
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-H, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5: Water migrating
down over a steel connector for a
prefabricated brick panel.

Photograph #47
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-I, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5 at the ceiling level.

Photograph #48
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-I, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5 at the ceiling level:
Up at transition between the top of
the preformed brick panel and the
bottom of the EIFS. Expanded
metal lath wraps into the transition
joint. We were unable to verify
EIFS back wrap. Backer rod is
visible (arrow).
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Photograph #49
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-I, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5 at the ceiling level:
Water migration through rock wool
insulation installed between the
brick panel and the end of the level
6 floor slab, during exterior water
spray at the top of the wall.

Photograph #50
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-I, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5 at the ceiling level:
Water intrusion and extensive
efflorescence at the brick panel to
curtain wall transition.
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Photograph #51
Water test #3, interior opening
WT3-I, 1991 Addition Building,
south exterior wall of Room
#5035E, level 5 at the ceiling level:
Looking up towards the top of the
brick panel transition to the bottom
edge of the EIFS, adjacent the
curtain wall penetration. Water
was migrating down from the EIFS
cladding to the back side of the
brick panels. Unable to verify if
EIFS is properly back wrapped.
Photograph #52
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-1, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall.
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Photograph #53
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-1, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Removal of adhered EIFS exposing
the mechanically fastened lath,
directly over exterior gypsum board
sheathing (paper faced).

Photograph #54
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-1, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Close-up of previous. Areas of
fungal growth observed on the
paper facer of the exterior gypsum
board.

Photograph #55
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-1, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Removal of the expanded metal
lath.
Water stains and fungal
growth on the outboard side of the
gypsum sheathing.
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Photograph #56
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-1, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Removal of gypsum board,
showing the inboard side of the
gypsum board sheathing with water
stains.

Photograph #57
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-1, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Removal of batt insulation and
cutting a piece of the vapor retarder
exposes a CMU wall.

Photograph #58
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-2, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Cutting out an area of EIFS.
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Photograph #59
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-2, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Removal of sealant below the EIFS
areas observed, exposing the water
saturated open cell backer rod.

Photograph #60
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-2, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Bottom side of removed EIFS.
Sealant is adhered to fiberglass
mesh reinforcing, rather than
adhered to properly backwrapped
basecoat over the embedded mesh.

Photograph #61
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-2, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Close-up of previous photograph.
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Photograph #62
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-2, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Looking down at the top edge of
the preformed brick panel.

Photograph #63
Water test #3, exterior EIFS
opening WT3-2, 1991 Addition
Building, south exterior wall:
Inserting
Delmhorst
Moisture
Meter probes into the exterior
gypsum board sheathing, showing
37.7% moisture, which is high.
Note the probes were not touching
the expanded metal lath.
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Water Test #4
Test Area
Test
Mechanism
Test Duration

Water
Intrusion

West elevation, north area, 1991 Addition, levels 2 through 6, exterior wall of the
elevator lobby at the window penetrations.
Spray rack
Spray rack positioned above the level 3 window. Almost immediate leakage at the level
2 window resulted in stopping the test. The spray rack was moved to the top of the wall
where water spray lasted approximately 30 minutes.
Yes. Immediate water entry observed at level 2 window during exterior spray testing.
Raising spray rack to the top of the wall resulted in the following: Leakage observed at
the level 6 window after 2 minutes of exterior spray, at level 5 window after ~15 minutes
of exterior spray, at level 3 window after ~30 minutes of exterior spray, at level 1
window (puddling on the floor) after ~25 minutes of exterior spray. Leakage continued,
throughout testing, at the level 2 window. Water intrusion was also observed at the level
1 and level 2 floor lines in the adjacent mechanical shaft, just to the north of the elevator
lobby.

Water Test #4 Destructive Testing Spreadsheet
Opening Location
WT4-A (Level 6 High)
WT4-B (Level 6 Low)

Comments
Wall cavity is relatively dry and clean.
Moisture intrusion observed in the wall cavity, during exterior water spray at
the top of the wall. Observed moisture stains and fungal growth that appear
to be the result of long term moisture intrusion and leakage, primarily at the
window penetrations.
WT4-1 (Level 2 EIFS at Lack of properly detailed and installed window flashings/penetration
Window Head Corner)
flashings and problematic flashing-to-EIFS transitions have resulted in
extensive water intrusion, extending from the exterior side of the wall to the
interior.
WT4-2 (Level 2 EIFS at Lack of properly detailed and installed window flashings/penetration
Window Sill Corner)
flashings and problematic flashing-to-EIFS transitions have resulted in
extensive water intrusion, extending from the exterior side of the wall to the
interior.
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Water Test #4 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, spray testing levels
2 through 6: This photo was taken
after the spray rack was removed.
The top if the water mark (arrow)
depicts the approximate location of
the spray rack, when positioned at
the top of the wall. Initially, the
spray rack was installed at the top
half of the second window from the
bottom.

Photograph #2
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 3 window, during initial
exterior spray: The spray rack is
visible through the window.
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Photograph #3
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 2 window, during initial
exterior spray at level 3: Leakage
at the window head (arrow) was
almost instantaneous.

Photograph #4
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 2 window, during initial
exterior spray at level 3: Leakage
at the window head, dripping onto
the sill and adjacent bench.

Photograph #5
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 2 window, during initial
exterior spray at level 3: Close-up
of window head and water
intrusion.
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Photograph #6
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 2 window, during initial
exterior spray at level 3: Close-up
of window head and water
intrusion. Note what appears to be
fungal growth between the interior
gypsum board sheathing and wall
paper.

Photograph #7
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, interior opening WT4-A
(High) and B (Low), level 6
elevator lobby. Opening A was
relatively clean and dry.

Photograph #8
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, interior opening WT4-B
(Low), level 6 elevator lobby:
Water intrusion (arrow) observed,
during exterior water spray at the
top of the wall. Note fungal growth
and water stains on the inboard side
of the exterior gypsum board
sheathing, due to long term ongoing
moisture intrusion.
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Photograph #9
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 5 window, during exterior
spray at the top of the wall.

Photograph #10
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 5 window, during exterior
spray at the top of the wall:
Leakage observed at the window
head, after approximately 15
minutes of exterior spray.

Photograph #11
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 5 window, during exterior
spray at the top of the wall:
Leakage observed at the window
head and sill, after approximately
15 minutes of exterior spray.
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Photograph #12
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 1 elevator lobby, during
exterior spray at the top of the wall:
Water observed migrating onto the
floor, from the west wall cavity,
after ~25 minutes of exterior spray.

Photograph #13
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
level 1 elevator lobby, during
exterior spray at the top of the wall:
Water observed migrating onto the
floor, from the west wall cavity,
after ~25 minutes of exterior spray.
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Photograph #14
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, interior view of the
mechanical shaft just to the north of
the elevator lobby, looking up from
the basement level at the west wall:
Leakage observed migrating down,
from the level 1 and level 2 floor
lines.
Multiple water stains
observed and appear to be from
long term leakage over time.

Photograph #15
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-1 (level 2 window head, arrow)
and WT4-2 (level 2 window sill,
circled).
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Photograph #16
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-1 (level 2 window head, arrow)
and WT4-2 (level 2 window sill,
circled).

Photograph #17
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-1, level 2 window head: Lack
of proper back wrap of EIFS base
coat and mesh at the sealant joint,
between the head flashing and the
EIFS. Also note lack of end dam at
end of head flashing, which is
typical.

Photograph #18
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-1, level 2 window head:
Water migration, between the
barrier EIFS and the paper faced
exterior gypsum board sheathing.
Also note lack of penetration
flashing, and sealant joint with
backwrap at the jamb.
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Photograph #19
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-2, level 2 window sill: Water
migration, between the barrier EIFS
and the paper faced exterior
gypsum board sheathing. Sealant
end dam, at the end of the metal sill
flashing, does not appear to be
functional.

Photograph #20
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-2, level 2 window sill:
Sealant
knife
inserted
into
unadhered sealant end dam, at the
end of the metal sill flashing.

Photograph #21
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-2, level 2 window sill:
Removal of exterior gypsum board
sheathing reveals water saturated
paper facer on the inboard side, and
moisture infiltrated fiberglass batt
insulation in the wall cavity.
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Photograph #22
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-2, level 2 window sill:
Pulling back batt insulation reveals
moisture saturation of the outboard
side of the interior vapor retarder.

Photograph #23
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-2, level 2 window sill:
Cutting away vapor retarder shows
exposed wood interior trim
installed between two pieces of
interior gypsum board (top and
bottom), rather than the wood trim
installed over the top of continuous
gypsum board sheathing. Also note
moisture and fungal growth in the
interior gypsum board sheathing.
Photograph #24
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-2, level 2 window sill:
Interior light (arrow) observed in
the gap between the interior wood
trim and the edge of the gypsum
board sheathing.
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Photograph #25
Water test #4, 1991 Addition
Building, west elevation, north
elevator tower, exterior openings
WT4-1, level 2 window head:
Pulling back exterior gypsum board
sheathing reveals moisture intrusion
in the batt insulation and wall
cavity.
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Water Test #5, South Elevation 1991 Addition, Southwest Single Story

Water Test #5
Test Area
Test
Mechanism
Test
Duration
Water
Intrusion

South elevation, southwest single story, 1991 Addition, levels 1
Monarch spray nozzle and spray rack.
Testing various flashing transitions, working incrementally upward on the wall,
for 10 to 20 minutes each.
Yes. Water migrated into the south wall cavity of Office #1044, when spraying
the top surface of the horizontal step in the brick cladding, and when spraying the
top surface of the step down transition in the parapet, where the small section of
coping intersects the vertical EIFS transition. Water entry during testing
appeared to primarily be contained within the exterior wall cavity.
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Photograph #1
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation.

Photograph #2
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-A at Room
#1044:
Removal of interior
gypsum board sheathing beneath
the window, to observe the cavity
during water testing.

Photograph #3
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-B at Room
#1044: Removal of ceiling tile and
interior plywood sheathing, where
the wall plane extends into the
ceiling cavity, to view the wall
cavity during water testing.
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Photograph #4
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation: Spraying brickbump-out transition with Monarch
nozzle for ~10 minutes.

Photograph #5
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-B at Room
#1044 ceiling level: Looking down
at water (arrow) in base of wall
cavity, after testing depicted in the
previous photograph. Water was
also observed migrating down the
inboard side of the jamb flashing, at
the adjacent window transition.

Photograph #6
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation:
Spray rack
installed near the top of the wall for
20 minutes, with no increase or
decrease in water intrusion into the
south wall cavity of Office #1044.
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Photograph #7
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation: Spray rack on top
of the wall, over the parapet step
down for ~10 minutes, resulting in
increased water entry into the wall
cavity. The parapet step downs
lack saddle flashings. The corners
(arrows) appear to be sources of
water entry.

Photograph #8
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-B at Room
#1044 ceiling level:
Water
intrusion (arrow) occurring, with
exterior spray over the parapet step
down transition.
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Photograph #9
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-B at Room
#1044 ceiling level: Close-up of
previous photograph.

Photograph #10
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-B at Room
#1044 ceiling level: Water stained
gypsum board sheathing and a
waste basket, used for water
catchment, due to past leakage.
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Photograph #11
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-B at Room
#1044 ceiling level: Water stained
gypsum board sheathing and a
waste basket, used for water
catchment, due to past leakage.

Photograph #12
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-A at Room
#1044 floor level: Edge of copper
jamb flashing intersecting the steel
floor track.
Noted disconnect
between the window flashing and
WRB, wrapping the end of the
brick veneer clad wall.

Photograph #13
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-A at Room
#1044 floor level: Looking at base
of the inboard side of the exterior
gypsum board sheathing, which is
wetted, as water drips down into the
cavity during exterior spray.
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Photograph #14
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-1, exterior
EIFS test cut (arrow).

Photograph #15
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-1, exterior
EIFS test cut.

Photograph #16
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-1, exterior
EIFS test cut: Pulling back adhered
EIFS assembly, showing water
tracks (arrows) on the gypsum
board sheathing.
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Photograph #17
Water test #5, 1991 Addition
Building, southwest single story,
south elevation, WT5-1, exterior
EIFS test cut: Close-up depicting
water migrating between the EIFS
and gypsum board sheathing.
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Interior Wall Opening A, West Elevation 1991 Addition, Southwest Single Story
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Page 75

West elevation, southwest single story, 1991 Addition, level 1, Room #1069
Brick veneer, ~2” air gap, asphalt saturated weather resistant barrier (WRB),
exterior gypsum board sheathing (paper faced), 4” light gage metal studs, ~5” air
gap, 4” light gage metal studs in-filled with fiberglass batt insulation, foil faced
vapor retarder, interior gypsum board sheathing.
Moisture stain on the inboard side of the exterior gypsum board sheathing.

Weep holes were not visible above grade, when reviewing from the exterior side.
Mortar droppings between asphalt saturated WRB and brick veneer, at base of
wall, appear to restrict weepage.

Interior Wall Opening A Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069.

Photograph #2
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069: View
from the exterior side. Yellow
outline depicts general location of
the interior opening.
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Photograph #3
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069: Closeup of previous. Weeps are not
visible, but may be installed within
the below grade mortar joints.

Photograph #4
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069: Pulling
back the vapor retarder revealed
relatively clean and dry surfaces.

Photograph #5
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069:
Looking northward into the exterior
wall cavity. The bottom track of
the exterior steel studs is
approximately 5” lower than the
interior steel framing due to a step
down in the cast-in-place concrete
footing. The cavity is relatively
clean and dry.
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Photograph #6
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069:
Looking up into the exterior wall
cavity, which appears relatively
clean and dry through-out.

Photograph #7
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069: Cut
out of exterior gypsum board
sheathing, where a water stain
(arrow) was observed on the
interior side. Looking at the back
side of the asphalt saturated WRB.
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Photograph #8
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069: Cut
out of exterior asphalt saturated
WRB with approximately 2” gap to
brick. Back side of brick veneer
appears clean.

Photograph #9
Interior opening A, 1991 Addition,
southwest single story, level 1 west
exterior wall, Room #1069:
Looking down between brick
veneer and WRB at base of wall.
Through-wall flashing is not visible
due to mortar droppings, which
may be restricting weepage.
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Interior Wall Opening B, West Elevation 1948 Building, Level 1
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

West elevation, 1948 Building, level 1, Room #1096
Mechanically attached barrier EIFS, cast-in-place concrete wall, asphalt
damproofing, 1½” light gage metal studs in-filled with 1½” rigid
polyisocyanurate insulation (foil faced), interior gypsum board sheathing.
No evidence of moisture intrusion observed.

N/A

Interior Wall Opening B Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior opening B, 1948 Building,
level 1 west exterior wall, Room
#1096.

Photograph #2
Interior opening B, 1948 Building,
level 1 west exterior wall, Room
Removal
of
#1096:
polyisocyanurate insulation shows
damproofing over the interior side
of the cast-in-place concrete wall.
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Photograph #2
Interior opening B, 1948 Building,
level 1 west exterior wall, Room
#1096: 1.5” metal studs in-filled
with
1.5”
foil
faced
polyisocyanurate insulation.
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Interior Wall Opening C, West Elevation 1972 Addition, Level 1
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

West elevation, 1972 Addition, level 1, Room #1112
Barrier EIFS, cast-in-place concrete wall, 1½” rigid polyisocyanurate insulation
(foil faced, pinned), ~11¼” air cavity, 4” light gage metal studs, interior gypsum
board sheathing.
No evidence of moisture intrusion observed.

N/A

Interior Wall Opening C Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior opening C, 1972 Addition,
level 1 west exterior wall, Room
#1112.

Photograph #2
Interior opening C, 1972 Addition,
level 1 west exterior wall, Room
#1112:
Removal of interior
gypsum board sheathing revealing
foil faced rigid insulation and an
intersecting concrete column.
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Photograph #3
Interior opening C, 1972 Addition,
level 1 west exterior wall, Room
#1112: Removal of an area of the
foil faced rigid insulation, exposing
the cast-in-place concrete wall.
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Interior Wall Openings D and E, North Elevation 1991 Addition, Northeast Storage Closet,
Level 1
North elevation, 1991 Addition, level 1, northeast storage closet
Opening
Location
Opening D at inset area of brick cladding: Brick veneer, ~1½” air gap, asphalt
Wall
saturated weather resistant barrier (WRB), exterior gypsum board sheathing
Assembly
(exterior to (paper faced), 4” light gage metal studs in-filled with fiberglass batt insulation,
polypropylene faced vapor retarder, interior gypsum board sheathing.
interior)
Opening E at brick clad base of column: Brick veneer, ~1 ” air gap, asphalt
saturated weather resistant barrier (WRB), exterior gypsum board sheathing
(paper faced), 4” light gage metal studs in-filled with fiberglass batt insulation,
~9” air gap, 2½” light gage metal studs in-filled with fiberglass batt insulation,
polypropylene faced vapor retarder, interior gypsum board sheathing.
Evidence of No evidence of moisture intrusion observed.
Water
Intrusion?
Lack of weeps and lack of through-wall flashing observed at the base of the brick
Comments
veneer installed over the thicker wall assembly (Opening E).
Interior Wall Openings D and E Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior openings D and E, 1991
Addition, level 1 north exterior
wall, of the northeast storage closet.
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Photograph #2
Interior openings D and E, 1991
Addition, level 1 north exterior
wall, of the northeast storage closet:
View of exterior condition with
general locations of the interior
openings outlined in yellow. The
level 1 brick is site installed veneer
that transitions to preformed brick
panels at the second level.

Photograph #3
Interior openings D and E, 1991
Addition, level 1 north exterior
wall, of the northeast storage closet:
Close-up of exterior condition.
Arrow points to weep hole.
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Photograph #4
Interior opening D, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north exterior wall, of the
northeast storage closet: Opening
through the interior gypsum board,
vapor retarder, batt insulation, and
exterior gypsum board, exposing
the back side of the asphalt
saturated WRB.

Photograph #5
Interior opening D, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north exterior wall, of the
northeast storage closet:
Cut
through the WRB, exposing the
back side of the brick veneer, which
appears relatively clean and dry.
Note this wall is somewhat
sheltered from direct weather
exposure as it faces north.

Photograph #6
Interior opening E, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north exterior wall, of the
northeast storage closet: Similar
opening performed where the
exterior surface of the wall steps
out (right side of the yellow line).
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Photograph #7
Interior opening E, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north exterior wall, of the
northeast storage closet: View of
vapor retarder.

Photograph #8
Interior opening E, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north exterior wall, of the
northeast storage closet: Looking
down into the foundation cavity,
which appeared relatively clean and
dry.

Photograph #9
Interior opening E, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north exterior wall, of the
northeast storage closet: Looking
up into the wall cavity, which
appeared relatively clean and dry.
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Interior Wall Opening F, West Elevation 1991 Addition, Electrical Room, Level 4
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

West elevation, 1991 Addition, level 4, electrical room
Barrier EIFS, exterior gypsum board sheathing, 6” light gage metal studs in-filled
with fiberglass batt insulation, foil faced vapor retarder, interior gypsum board
sheathing.
No evidence of moisture intrusion observed.

N/A

Interior Wall Opening F Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior opening F, 1991 Addition,
level 4 west exterior wall of the
electrical room.
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Photograph #2
Interior opening F, 1991 Addition,
level 4 west exterior wall of the
electrical room:
Removal of
interior gypsum board sheathing,
exposing the foil faced vapor
retarder.

Photograph #3
Interior opening F, 1991 Addition,
level 4 west exterior wall of the
electrical room: Outboard paper
facer of the vapor retarder is
relatively clean and dry, as is the
batt insulation.

Photograph #4
Interior opening F, 1991 Addition,
level 4 west exterior wall of the
electrical room: Inboard side of the
exterior gypsum board sheathing is
relatively clean and dry.
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Interior Wall Openings G and H, North Elevation 1991 Addition, Electrical Room, Level 6
North elevation, 1991 Addition, level 6, northeast vestibule and women’s
Opening
restroom.
Location
Opening H wall assembly: Barrier EIFS, exterior gypsum board sheathing, 6”
Wall
light gage metal studs in-filled with fiberglass batt insulation, ~6” air cavity, 2½”
Assembly
(exterior to light gage metal studs, polypropylene faced vapor retarder, interior gypsum board
sheathing.
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Opening H: Widespread moisture stains and fungal growth observed in the wall
cavity, on the inboard side of the exterior gypsum board sheathing and
transferring into the batt insulation.
Exterior metal studs are secured to continuous angle iron pinned to the edge of
the concrete floor slab.

Interior Wall Openings G and H Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior opening G, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north/east exterior wall of
the vestibule: Removal of interior
gypsum board sheathing, exposing
framing and secondary gypsum
board for the wall bump-out.

Photograph #2
Interior opening G, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north/east exterior wall of
the vestibule:
Close-up of
previous.
This wall area was
relatively clean and dry, except for
a small area of visible fungal
growth near the corner (arrow), at
the base of the wall.
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Photograph #3
Interior opening G, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north/east exterior wall of
the vestibule:
Close-up of
previous.
This wall area was
relatively clean and dry, except for
a small area of visible fungal
growth near the corner (arrow), at
the base of the wall.

Photograph #4
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom: Removal of
interior gypsum board sheathing,
exposing the vapor retarder.
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Photograph #5
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom: What appears
to be a water stain on the outboard
side of the vapor retarder.

Photograph #6
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom:
Moisture
stains and fungal growth observed
on the batt insulation.

Photograph #7
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom:
Moisture
stains and fungal growth observed
on the inboard surface of the
exterior gypsum board sheathing.
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Photograph #8
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom: Looking down
the wall cavity. Moisture stains and
fungal growth observed on the
inboard surface of the exterior
gypsum board sheathing.

Photograph #9
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom: Looking up
the wall cavity. Moisture stains and
fungal growth observed on the
inboard surface of the exterior
gypsum board sheathing.
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Photograph #10
Interior opening H, 1991 Addition,
level 6 north exterior wall of the
women’s bathroom: What appears
to be deterioration of the exterior
gypsum board sheathing, extending
into the back side of the EIFS. The
source of deterioration is unclear.
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Interior Wall Opening I, North Elevation 1991 Addition, Cafe, Level 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Page 94

North elevation, 1991 Addition, level 2 cafe
Brick veneer, ~1½” air cavity, asphalt saturated WRB, exterior gypsum board
sheathing, 6” light gage metal studs in-filled with fiberglass batt insulation, foil
faced vapor retarder, interior gypsum board sheathing.
No evidence of moisture intrusion observed.

N/A

Interior Wall Opening I Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Interior opening I, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north exterior wall of the
cafe: Wall cavity appears relatively
dry. Splatter in wall cavity appears
to
be
construction
related
fireproofing.

Photograph #2
Interior opening I, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north exterior wall of the
café. Back side of brick veneer.
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Exterior Wall Openings 1, 2, and 3, North Elevation 1991 Addition, Levels 1 and 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

North elevation, 1991 Addition, level 1 and 2 at brick veneer clad wall.
Brick veneer, ~1” air cavity, cast-in-place concrete or CMU where openings were
made.

Efflorescence observed at brick courses intersecting the steel angle and throughwall flashing transitions.
Lack of properly functioning water management system in the wall assembly,
which would include functional through-wall flashings (at floor lines) that
daylight to the exterior, properly integrated WRB, functional weeps, and air
circulation between the brick veneer and sub-wall.

Exterior Wall Openings 1, 2, and 3 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior Opening 1, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Removal of
brick in process, directly above the
precast concrete band at the level 1
floor line.
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Photograph #2
Exterior Opening 1, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Existing
weep near the area of brick
removal, at the brick-to-precast
concrete band transition. Scratch
awl inserted into the weep tube
with little resistance.

Photograph #3
Exterior Opening 1, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation:
Self
adhering through-wall flashing
extends horizontally onto the
precast, but terminates short of the
exterior face of the brick, and
extends approximately 8” vertically
up the wall.

Photograph #4
Exterior Opening 1, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Looking at
the top edge of the self adhering
through-wall flashing, which is
sealed to the CMU. Note lack of a
WRB lapping over the top of the
through-wall flashing.
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Photograph #5
Exterior Opening 1, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Continuous
mortar droppings over pea gravel
limit ability to weep, and appear to
restrict water migration back out of
the wall.
The brick veneer
assembly also lacks vents at the top
and bottom, which would promote
air circulation and drying within the
air cavity.

Photograph #6
Exterior Opening 2, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Removal of
brick at horizontal steel angle.
Note increased efflorescence that
occurs through the brick, along the
steel angle.

Photograph #7
Exterior Opening 2, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Tramex
placed over area of efflorescence
adjacent opening 2 measures high
moisture in the brick.
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Photograph #8
Exterior Opening 2, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: ~1” gap
exists between the vertical leg of
the steel angle and the concrete
sub-wall, which was the exposed
exterior wall of the 1972 Addition,
prior to covering with brick veneer
during construction of the 1991
Addition. Lack of WRB installed
on the concrete sub-wall.

Photograph #9
Exterior Opening 2, 1991 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Close-up of
previous, depicting ~1” gap
between the vertical leg of the steel
angle and the concrete sub-wall.
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Photograph #10
Exterior Opening 3, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north elevation: Removal of
brick near the level 2 floor line.
Similar efflorescence occurs in the
brick at the level 2 steel angle and
self adhering through-wall flashing
transition.

Photograph #11
Exterior Opening 3, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north elevation:
Self
adhering through wall flashing is
installed one brick course above the
steel angle.
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Photograph #12
Exterior Opening 3, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north elevation:
Self
adhering through-wall flashing
terminates short of the outboard
face of the brick. At this location,
the edge of the self adhering does
not extend beyond the hollow
portion (frog) of the brick. Pea
gravel installed behind the brick is
covered with a continuous cap of
mortar droppings.
Photograph #13
Exterior Opening 3, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north elevation: Scratch awl
inserted into a weep tube within the
mortar joint housing the self
adhering through-wall flashing,
which appears to be relatively
ineffective.

Photograph #14
Exterior Opening 3, 1991 Addition,
level 2 north elevation: ~1” air gap
between the back of the brick and
the concrete sub wall, which was
the exposed exterior wall pre-1991.
Note lack of WRB.
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Exterior Wall Opening 4, North Elevation 1972 Addition, Levels 1
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

North elevation, 1972 Addition, level 1 at the vertical transition between the EIFS
and the brick veneer.
5” barrier EIFS adhered, cast-in-place concrete or brick.

No evidence of moisture infiltration observed.

Vertical sealant joint between the brick veneer and EIFS is deteriorated. Lack of
consistent EIFS back wrap (reinforcing mesh embedded in basecoat) at the
vertical joint.

Exterior Wall Opening 4 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior Opening 4, 1972 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Removal of
EIFS adjacent the vertical joint
transitioning to brick veneer. EIFS
cut out is outlined in yellow.
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Photograph #2
Exterior Opening 4, 1972 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Barrier
EIFS is adhered to the brick and
cast-in-concrete walls, which were
once exposed, and currently
continue behind the newer brick
veneer wall, installed during
construction of the 1991 Addition.

Photograph #3
Exterior Opening 4, 1972 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Back wrap
mesh embedment is inconsistent
along the vertical sealant joint,
between the brick veneer and the
EIFS.

Photograph #4
Exterior Opening 4, 1972 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Pulling
back reinforcing mesh, showing the
original 1972 Addition walls
extending behind the newer brick
veneer of the 1991 Addition.
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Photograph #5
Exterior Opening 4, 1972 Addition,
level 1 north elevation: Looking
between the 1991 brick veneer and
1972 wall at a galvanized brick tie
(arrow), which appears relatively
clean and sound.
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Exterior Wall Openings 5 and 6, North Elevation 1948 Building, Level 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

North elevation, 1948 Building, level 2 at the roof-to-wall transition.
1½” barrier EIFS mechanically attached, cast-in-place concrete.

Yes. Water is migrating between the EIFS and the concrete wall, and appears to
be infiltrating the roofing.
Lack of counterflashing at the EIFS-to-single ply baseflashing transition. Top
surface of the concrete picture frame is back-sloped towards the wall.

Exterior Wall Openings 5 and 6 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior Opening 5, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Removal of
EIFS adjacent the picture framed
window area.

Photograph #2
Exterior Opening 5, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Removal of
EIFS adjacent the picture framed
window area. Note lighter colored
areas, which appear to be related to
water pathways between the
concrete wall and the EIFS.
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Photograph #3
Exterior Opening 5, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Barrier
EIFS system, which does not direct
any water entering the assembly
back out to the exterior. Note
sealant between the surface of the
concrete picture frame and the
bottom edge of the EIFS and area
of wet concrete (arrow).

Photograph #4
Exterior Opening 5, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation:
Top
surface of concrete picture frame is
back-sloped towards the wall,
which will decrease the life of the
sealant joint.

Photograph #5
Exterior Opening 5, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Back of
EIFS,
depicting
water
pathways/moisture stains.
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Photograph #6
Exterior Opening 5, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Typical
plate used for the mechanically
attached EIFS.

Photograph #7
Exterior Opening 6, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Removal of
EIFS near the base of the picture
frame (circled).
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Photograph #8
Exterior Opening 6, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Sealant
knife inserted behind the top of the
single ply baseflashing membrane.
The EIFS to roofing transition lacks
counterflashing, and relies upon
sealant.

Photograph #9
Exterior Opening 6, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Close-up of
previous photograph. Note water
(arrow) on the surface of the
concrete wall, and likely migrating
behind the roofing.

Photograph #10
Exterior Opening 6, 1948 Building,
level 2 north elevation: Pointing
towards water on the surface of the
concrete.
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Exterior Wall Opening 7, South Elevation 1991 Addition, Level 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

South elevation, 1991 Addition, level 2 at the northwest roof divider parapet-towall transition.
1½” barrier EIFS adhered, exterior gypsum board sheathing, 6” light gage metal
studs in-filled with batt insulation.

Yes. Moisture stains observed on the outboard surface of the exterior gypsum
board sheathing.
Observed corrosion of the galvanized metal reglet at the horizontal surface.

Exterior Wall Opening 7 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior Opening 7, 1991 Addition,
level 2 south elevation: Removal
of EIFS at the northwest roof
divider parapet-to-wall transition
(circled).

Photograph #2
Exterior Opening 7, 1991 Addition,
level 2 south elevation: Moisture
stains and fungal growth observed
on the bottom of the gypsum board
sheathing, which is in contact with
the top surface of the cast-in-place
concrete divider parapet. Moisture
appears to be infiltrating under the
sealant (between the bottom edge of
the EIFS and the surface of the
concrete) and wicking up the wall.
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Photograph #3
Exterior Opening 7, 1991 Addition,
level 2 south elevation: Close-up
of previous photograph.

Photograph #4
Exterior Opening 7, 1991 Addition,
level 2 south elevation: Removal
of exterior gypsum board sheathing
reveals loose fireproofing within
the wall cavity. Also note moisture
corrosion of the steel track (arrow),
at the base of the steel framed wall.

Photograph #5
Exterior Opening 7, 1991 Addition,
level 2 south elevation: Close-up
of previous photograph.
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Exterior Wall Opening 8, East Elevation 1991 Addition, Level 3
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

East elevation, 1991 Addition, level 3 at the northeast rotunda roof-to-wall
transition.
1½” barrier EIFS adhered, exterior gypsum board sheathing, 6” light gage metal
studs, ~4” air gap, cast-in-place concrete wall. Batt insulation was observed in
the air gap correlating with the adjacent window plane.
Minimal. Moisture stains observed on the outboard side of the exterior gypsum
board.
N/A

Exterior Wall Opening 8 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior Opening 8, 1991 Addition,
level 3 east elevation: Removal of
EIFS at the northeast rotunda roofto-wall transition, adjacent the west
side of the radial window assembly.

Photograph #2
Exterior Opening 8, 1991 Addition,
level 3 east elevation: Close-up of
previous photograph.
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Photograph #3
Exterior Opening 8, 1991 Addition,
level 3 east elevation: Corrosion of
galvanized steel reglet, where water
likely sits on the horizontal surface.

Photograph #4
Exterior Opening 8, 1991 Addition,
level 3 east elevation:
Water
stains/pathways observed on the
outboard surface of the exterior
gypsum board sheathing.

Photograph #5
Exterior Opening 8, 1991 Addition,
level 3 east elevation: Looking into
the wall cavity with light gage steel
studs, air gap, and cast-in-place
concrete wall of the mechanical
shaft.
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Photograph #6
Exterior Opening 8, 1991 Addition,
level 3 east elevation: Looking into
the wall cavity, with what appears
to be older modified bitumen
baseflashing extending under the
metal framing and up the concrete
wall, over plywood. This may have
been installed as temporary
weather-proofing
during
construction, prior to installation of
the framed wall.
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Exterior Wall Opening 9, South Elevation 1991 Addition, Level 4
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Page 113

South elevation, 1991 Addition, level 4 at a pre-cast concrete window sill.
Preformed brick panel and curtain wall.

Yes. Water was observed to be infiltrating the preformed brick panels at multiple
locations during on-site water testing.
End dams of the flexible copper sill flashings are susceptible to leakage, as the
seal between the precast sill and the adjacent brick becomes separated. Flexible
copper flashing stops short of the exterior surface, rather than wrapping over the
exterior brick.
Widespread cracking of brick panels, typically at floor line transitions (where a
joint exists between the top of one panel and the bottom of the next) appears to be
the result of long term water infiltration into the brick panels, resulting in
corrosion of steel reinforcing, resulting in spalling.

Exterior Wall Opening 9 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Removal
of a precast concrete sill piece
(circled) at the side bump-out in the
preformed brick panel.

Photograph #2
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Exposed
asphalt impregnated flexible copper
flashing, which terminates short of
the exterior face of the wall, within
the mortar joint.
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Photograph #3
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Sealant
knife inserted behind the end dam
of the asphalt impregnated flexible
copper flashing.
As the seal
between the side of the precast sill
and the brick is separated, water
migrates down behind the end dam
and into the wall cavity.

Photograph #4
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation:
Dogeared/folded end dam essentially
serves as a water funnel into the
building, as water migrates between
the end of the pre-cast sill and the
brick.
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Photograph #5
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Lifting the
asphalt impregnated flexible copper
flashing and exposing the top of the
preformed brick panel.

Photograph #6
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: View up
under the window where the
flexible flashing is secured into the
underside of the curtain wall frame,
at the approximate half way point
of the frame width.

Photograph #7
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: View of
copper flange/flashing inset into the
frame of the curtain wall.
Typically, the copper flange was
never properly lapped or integrated
with horizontal slab edge flashings.
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Photograph #8
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Close-up
of previous photograph.

Photograph #9
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Position of
the weep tube when the precast
concrete sill was removed. Most
weeps observed are plugged and/or
non-functional.

Photograph #10
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Top of
preformed brick panel measures
~3½” wide.
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Photograph #11
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Removal
of a spalled piece of brick at the top
of the preformed panel, showing
corrosion of the steel reinforcing
extending
horizontally,
and
positioned less than 1/8” from the
top surface of the brick panel.
Spalling and cracking of this nature
is relatively widespread, and more
extensive on the south elevation.
Photograph #12
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Holding
spalled piece of brick panel,
showing how close the steel
reinforcing is to the top of the
panel, and exposure to moisture.

Photograph #13
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: ~5/8”
horizontal sealant joint between the
top of the level 3 brick panel and
the bottom of the level 4 brick
panel.
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Photograph #14
Exterior Opening 9, 1991 Addition,
level 4 south elevation: Removal
of a spalled piece of brick panel at a
vertical corner shows a similar
issue with corrosion of vertical steel
reinforcing, directly adjacent the
corner.
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Exterior Wall Opening 10, West Elevation 1972 Addition, Level 1
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Page 119

West elevation, 1972 Addition, level 1just below the inset windows.
1½” barrier EIFS adhered, precast concrete wall panels and cast-in-place concrete
wall.

No evidence of moisture infiltration was observed.

N/A

Exterior Wall Opening 10 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior
Opening
10,
1972
Addition, level 1 west elevation:
Removal of EIFS (circled), below
the inset windows.

Photograph #2
Exterior
Opening
10,
1972
Addition, level 1 west elevation:
Pointing towards joint between
precast concrete wall panels and the
cast-in-place concrete wall below.
No evidence of moisture infiltration
was observed.
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Exterior Wall Opening 11, South Elevation 1991 Addition, Level 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Page 120

South elevation, 1991 Addition, level 2 adjacent a parapet-to-wall transition.
1½” barrier EIFS adhered, cast-in-place concrete wall.

No evidence of moisture infiltration was observed.

N/A

Exterior Wall Opening 11 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior
Opening
11,
1991
Addition, level 2 south elevation:
Removal of EIFS adjacent the
parapet-to-wall transition.

Photograph #2
Exterior
Opening
11,
1991
Addition, level 2 south elevation:
Removal of EIFS adjacent the
parapet-to-wall transition.
No
evidence of moisture infiltration
observed.
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Exterior Wall Opening 12, Back Side of the South Perimeter Parapet, South Elevation 1991
Addition, Level 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

South elevation, 1991 Addition, level 2, inboard side of the south perimeter
parapet at the southeast corner of the roof.
Barrier EIFS adhered, exterior gypsum board sheathing, light gage metal studs.

Yes. Moisture infiltrated exterior gypsum board sheathing, and water tracks were
observed on the exterior sheathing from the wall cavity. Moisture intrusion
appears to occur where step-down coping metal intersects the EIFS, at the coping
corners.
Lack of saddle flashings at the step-down coping-to-EIFS transitions.

Exterior Wall Opening 12 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior
Opening
12,
1991
Addition, level 2 south perimeter
parapet, at the southeast corner of
the lower roof: Removal of EIFS at
the inside corner of the parapet.

Photograph #2
Exterior
Opening
12,
1991
Addition, level 2 south perimeter
parapet, at the southeast corner of
the lower roof:
Close-up of
previous photograph. Note wet
paper facer (arrow) of the gypsum
board at the corner.
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Photograph #3
Exterior
Opening
12,
1991
Addition, level 2 south perimeter
parapet, at the southeast corner of
the lower roof:
Removal of
additional EIFS.

Photograph #4
Exterior
Opening
12,
1991
Addition, level 2 south perimeter
parapet, at the southeast corner of
the lower roof: Moisture saturated
paper facer of the gypsum board
sheathing.
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Photograph #5
Exterior
Opening
12,
1991
Addition, level 2 south perimeter
parapet, at the southeast corner of
the lower roof: Removal of area of
gypsum board sheathing to view
parapet cavity.

Photograph #6
Exterior
Opening
12,
1991
Addition, level 2 south perimeter
parapet, at the southeast corner of
the lower roof: Looking up into the
parapet cavity. Observed water
tracks and water stains (arrow)
coming from the corner of the step
down transition.
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Exterior Wall Opening 13, South Elevation 1991 Addition, Level 2
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

Page 124

West elevation, 1991 Addition, level 2.
1½” barrier EIFS adhered, cast-in-place concrete wall and framed wall with
exterior gypsum board sheathing.

No evidence of moisture infiltration was observed.

N/A

Exterior Wall Opening 13 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior
Addition,
Removal
elevation
roof.

Opening
13,
1991
level 2 west elevation:
of EIFS at the south
rising wall of the lower

Photograph #2
Exterior
Opening
13,
1991
Addition, level 2 west elevation:
Removal of EIFS at the south
elevation rising wall of the lower
roof. Showing transition between
framed wall and cast-in-place
concrete wall. No evidence of
moisture intrusion observed.
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Exterior Wall Opening 14, West Elevation 1991 Addition, Southwest Single Story Building,
Level 1
Opening
Location
Wall
Assembly
(exterior to
interior)
Evidence of
Water
Intrusion?
Comments

West elevation, 1991 Addition, southwest single story building, level 1.
Brick, ~1” air gap, concrete foundation wall covered with asphalt damproofing.

No evidence of moisture infiltration was observed.

N/A

Exterior Wall Opening 14 Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Exterior
Opening
14,
1991
Addition, southwest single story
building, level 1 west elevation:
Removal of brick near the base of
the wall, where weep tubes are
installed through the bottom mortar
joint.

Photograph #2
Exterior
Opening
14,
1991
Addition, southwest single story
building, level 1 west elevation: 1”
air
gap
between
concrete
foundation wall and brick.
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Page 126
Photograph #3
Exterior
Opening
14,
1991
Addition, southwest single story
building, level 1 west elevation:
Moss growth in sky facing mortar
joints, exposed to weather.

Photograph #4
Exterior
Opening
14,
1991
Addition, southwest single story
building, level 1 west elevation:
Scratch awl inserted into a weep
tube, aligning with the area of brick
removal to the left.

Photograph #5
Exterior
Opening
14,
1991
Addition, southwest single story
building, level 1 west elevation:
Lack of through wall flashing at the
base of wall. However, the
transition occurs below the level of
the floor slab.

m:\evaluations\mike\2007 to present\whatcom county courthouse\report\finalreport\watertest&dtexhibit_final_july2015.doc
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EXHIBIT D
RILEM Testing and Data Logger Testing
RILEM Testing was performed on sample areas of brick and EIFS cladding on September 20,
2014 and October 4, 2014. The purpose of RILEM testing was to assess the rate of water
absorption into various exterior cladding areas in an effort to gain a better understanding of
contributing factors related to water infiltration.
Data Loggers were installed in three exterior wall locations on November 1, 2014 and retrieved
on November 22, 2014, collecting temperature and humidity data in 1 hour intervals for three
weeks. The purpose of acquiring Data Logger information was to further review moisture issues
in the wall, and attempt to verify possible vapor drive from interior to exterior.
RILEM Testing
RILEM testing utilizes tubes placed against masonry or EIFS cladding. When filled with water,
the RILEM tube quantifies the rate of moisture absorbed into the cladding over a specific period
of time. The test helps assess points of water entry, rate of water absorption, and the specific
cladding’s resistance to wind driven rain.
Individual RILEM tests were performed in increments of 5 minutes and the results recorded.
Tests were not performed to a specific ASTM standard, but rather were performed in a
comparative manner to assess wall areas with higher rates of water absorption.
Test Test Location
No.
#1
1991 Addition, South
Elevation EIFS, Level
6 - Tube placed over a
crack in the EIFS
#2
1991 Addition, South
Elevation EIFS, Level
6 – Tube placed over
the field of the EIFS
with no cracks
#3
1991 Addition, South
Elevation EIFS, Level
6 - Tube placed over a
crack in the EIFS

Reading (ML)
after 5 Minutes
Loss of 5ML
after
18.2
seconds
Loss of
than 0.5ML

Comment

The rate of absorption is considered high and
likely represents an area of water infiltration
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.
less Minimal rate of absorption.

Loss of 5ML The rate of absorption is considered high and
after
8.8 likely represents an area of water infiltration
seconds
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.

13104 N.E. 85th Street  P.O. Box 816  Kirkland, WA 98083-0816
Phone: 425-822-8397  Fax: 425-822-7595
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Test Test Location
No.
#4
1991 Addition, South
Elevation
Preformed
Brick Panel, Level 2 –
Tube placed over a
mortar joint
#5
1991 Addition, South
Elevation
Preformed
Brick Panel, Level 2 –
Tube placed over the
face of the brick
#6
1991 Addition, South
Elevation
Preformed
Brick Panel, Level 2 –
Tube placed over a
mortar joint
#7
1991 Addition, East
Elevation
Brick
Veneer, Level 1 – Tube
placed over the face of
the brick
#8
1991 Addition, East
Elevation
Brick
Veneer, Level 1 - Tube
placed over a mortar
joint
#9
1991 Addition, East
Elevation
Brick
Veneer, Level 1 - Tube
placed over a crack
#10 1991 Addition, North
Elevation
Brick
Veneer, Level 1 - Tube
placed over the face of
the brick
#11 1991 Addition, North
Elevation
Brick
Veneer, Level 1 - Tube
placed over a mortar
joint

Page 2

Reading (ML) Comment
after 5 Minutes
Loss of 1.75ML Minimal to moderate rate of absorption.

No loss

No absorption observed.

Loss of 2ML

Minimal to moderate rate of absorption.

Loss of 0.5ML

Minimal rate of absorption.

Loss of 4.5ML

The rate of absorption is considered high and
likely represents an area of water infiltration
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.

Loss of 2ML

Minimal to moderate rate of absorption.

Loss of 4.5ML

The rate of absorption is considered high and
likely represents an area of water infiltration
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.

Loss of 5ML

The rate of absorption is considered high and
likely represents an area of water infiltration
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.
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Test Test Location
No.
#12 1991 Addition, North
Elevation
Brick
Veneer, Level 1 - Tube
placed over a crack
#13 1972 Addition, North
Elevation EIFS, Level
1 - Tube placed over
the field of the EIFS
with no cracks
#14 1972 Addition, North
Elevation EIFS, Level
1 - Tube placed over a
crack in the EIFS
#15 1948 Building, South
Elevation EIFS, Level
2 - Tube placed over
the field of the EIFS
with no cracks
#16 1948 Building, South
Elevation EIFS, Level
2 - Tube placed over a
crack in the EIFS
#17 1948 Building, South
Elevation
Concrete
Wall, Level 2 - Tube
placed over a crack in
the concrete picture
frame

Page 3

Reading (ML) Comment
after 5 Minutes
Loss of 5ML
The rate of absorption is considered high and
likely represents an area of water infiltration
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.
No loss
No absorption observed.

Loss of 5ML in The rate of absorption is considered high and
1 minute 35 likely represents an area of water infiltration
seconds
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.
No loss
No absorption observed.

Loss of 5ML The rate of absorption is considered high and
immediately
likely represents an area of water infiltration
into the wall assembly during periods of
wind driven rain.
Loss of 2.75ML The rate of absorption is considered
moderate and may represent a potential area
of water infiltration into the wall assembly
during extended periods of wind driven rain.
Note: this crack was nearly hairline. Water
absorption will significantly increase with
increased crack size.
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RILEM Testing Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
1991 Addition, south elevation,
context view of RILEM test locations.

#3

#1
#2

#4

#5, #6

Photograph #2
RILEM Test #1, 1991 Addition, south
elevation, level 6 EIFS.
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Page 5

Photograph #3
RILEM Test #2 (right), 1991 Addition,
south elevation, level 6 EIFS.

Photograph #4
RILEM Test #3, 1991 Addition, south
elevation, level 6 EIFS.

Photograph #5
RILEM Test #4 (left), #5 (middle), #6
(right), 1991 Addition, south elevation,
level 6 EIFS.
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Photograph #6
#7

RILEM Test #7 through #9, 1991
Addition, east elevation, level 1 brick
veneer.

#8
#9

Photograph #7
RILEM Test #7 through #9, 1991
Addition, east elevation, level 1 brick
veneer:
Close-up of previous
photograph.

Photograph #8
RILEM Test #10 through #12, 1991
Addition, north elevation, level 1 brick
veneer.

#11

#12

#10
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Photograph #9
RILEM Test #10 through #12, 1991
Addition, north elevation, level 1 brick
veneer:
Close-up of previous
photograph with testing in progress.

Photograph #10
RILEM Test #10 through #12, 1991
Addition, north elevation, level 1 brick
veneer: Vertical crack in brick used
for test #12.

Photograph #11
#13

RILEM Test #13 and #14, 1972
Addition, west elevation, level 1 EIFS.

#14
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Photograph #12
RILEM Test #13 and #14, 1972
Addition, west elevation, level 1 EIFS:
Close-up of previous. Arrow points to
crack in EIFS that extends through the
RILEM Test #14.

Photograph #13
RILEM Test #16, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 EIFS: Pointing to
location of test.

Photograph #14
RILEM Test #16, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 EIFS: EIFS crack
measures ~.005 inches.
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Photograph #15
RILEM Test #16, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 EIFS: Close-up of
test. Water loss was immediate.

Photograph #16
RILEM Test #15, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 EIFS.

#15

Photograph #17
RILEM Test #15, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 EIFS: Close-up of
test in process.
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Photograph #18
RILEM Test #17, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 cast-in-place
concrete picture frame.

#17

Photograph #19
RILEM Test #17, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 cast-in-place
concrete picture frame: Cracks in
concrete.

Photograph #20
RILEM Test #17, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 cast-in-place
concrete picture frame: Crack utilized
in Test #17 measures .0005 inch.
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Photograph #21
RILEM Test #17, 1948 Building, south
elevation, level 2 cast-in-place
concrete picture frame:
Test in
process.
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Data Loggers
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Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Room #1044, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity.
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Photograph #2
Room #1044, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity:
Data Logger #309 installed between
the exterior gypsum board sheathing
and batt insulation. Note barrier EIFS
cladding is installed on the outboard
side of the exterior gypsum board
sheathing.

Photograph #3
Room #1044, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity:
Data Logger #310 installed between
the inboard vapor retarder and the batt
insulation.
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Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Room #3037, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity:
Data Logger #271 installed on a shelf
on the inboard side of the preformed
brick panel.
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Photograph #2
Room #3037, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity:
Data Logger #279 installed in a small
pocket (below the pink sticky note) on
the inboard side of the batt insulation,
facing the vapor retarder.

Photograph #3
Close-up of previous photograph.
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Photographs and Annotations
Photograph #1
Room #5035-E, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity.
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Photograph #2
Room #5035-E, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity:
Data Logger #325 (arrow) installed on
top of the steel connector in the cavity
between the batt insulation and
preformed brick panel.

Photograph #3
Room #5035-E, south perimeter wall:
Data Loggers installed in the exterior
wall aligning with the ceiling cavity:
Data Logger #274 (arrow) embedded
in the inboard side of the batt
insulation, facing the vapor retarder.

Data Logger Comments:
Items listed below depict general weather patterns during the three week long Data Logger tests.
Historical weather data is based upon research performed on the Weather Underground website
for weather conditions in Bellingham, Washington during the time period in which testing was
performed, November 1, 2014 through November 21, 2014. Weather Underground’s data was
based upon weather station data from KBLI (Bellingham International Airport).
1. November 1st through November 6th: Weather included rain, heavy at times, with
temperatures ranging from ~40°F to ~60°F. Between November 1st and November 6th,
rainfall peaked on November 3rd and 4th with 0.7 inches combined. Max southeasterly
wind speeds on November 3rd reached 29mph with gusts of 43mph. Wind speeds were
slightly less on November 4th.
2. November 7th and 8th: Relatively dry with moderate temperatures ranging from ~36°F to
~58°F.
3. November 9th: Rainfall with temperatures ranging from 41°F to 51°F.
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4. November 10th through November 19th: Clear and cold with temperatures ranging from
23°F to 49°F. Low temperatures from November 15th to November 18 ranged from 23°F
to 29°F.
5. November 20th through November 22: Rainfall with temperatures ranging from 43°F to
55°F. Max southeasterly wind speeds on November 21rd reached 31mph with gusts of
40mph.
Graphs for Data Loggers #309, #271, and #325 located outboard of the batt insulation within the
wall cavity: Humidity levels increase during periods of rain and wind, peaking on November 4th
and then humidity drops throughout a period of dry weather conditions. Late in the day on
November 18th humidity levels begin rising again during a period of rainfall.
Increased humidity levels in the wall cavity, outboard of the batt insulation, do not appear to be
related to air transfer and vapor drive from the warm interior space to the colder exterior.
Rather, higher humidity levels appear to correlate with periods of rain and wind, as a result of
moisture infiltrating the exterior cladding.
The data depicted in the graphs for Data Loggers #310, #279, #274, between the inboard side of
the batt insulation and vapor retarder, shows similar trends, although the temperatures are more
moderate, as they more closely reflect interior temperatures, which is to be expected.
One noted anomaly shown in the graphs for the Data Logger test performed on level 1 and level
3 occurred on November 13, 2015. What appears to be a significant decrease in interior
temperatures occurred on that day, possibly due to temporary shutdown of the mechanical
systems.
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